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Foreword

THE IDEA for this book emerged over a breakfast tiable. Twelve of
us women from a number of countries were telling each other
about our families. In particular we were talking about our
failures and successes in tackling things like moods, temper
tantrums, stealing, jealousy in our young and teenage children—
and in ourselves.

All of us were, of course, aware of the massive breakdown of
family life, with nearly half the marriages in places as far apart as
California and Moscow breaking up in divorce. All too felt the
threat of this breakdown to the world as a whole and the world in
which our children would have to live. But our immediate
concern was with the ordinary problems which every wife and
mother meets, little problems which, however, have a habit of
growing into the bigger ones which often end in disaster.

We found our honest exchange helpful and we decided to
keep in touch with each other. At the end of breakfast Florence
Moorman, a Froebel teacher and mother of three from Bristol,
said, 'Could we put these stories we've been hearing into
a book? They might help other mothers as much as they have
helped us this morning.'

Florence and I decided to collect the stories and extended

our enquiries by letter to other friends in many parts of the world.
We are grateful for all the letters received and wish we could have
printed all of them. However, a selection had to be made, and we
agreed that I should try and put the stories into book form.

The theme that links these stories is the experience that to
listen to the still small voice of conscience can be the start of a

new way of living together.
It seems appropriate that it should be published now, in 1979,

as our small contribution to the UN's International Year of the



child. Not all the stories, as will quickly be seen, reflect credit
upon us parents or could be described as 'successes'! However,
they suggest an approach which others may also find helpful.

My aim has been to allow my friends to speak as clearly as
possible and restrict editorial comment to the minimum. Such
comment as I have interposed is printed in italics.

ANNEJET CAMPBELL



1  Listen to the children

MY HUSBAND Paul and I come from very different back
grounds. He was born on the Canadian prairies, the product of
a Yorkshire mother and a Highland father who was a Scottish
Baptist minister. I, on the other hand, am an industrialist's
daughter from Holland, who grew up with my three brothers and
three sisters in an occupied country, each of my parents being
taken away to concentration camps at different times. What Paul's
and my parents had in common was a strong faith in God, a faith
which grew stronger through the hardships of the prairie and the
dangers of the war.

Paul and I, each in our own way, lost much of this inheri
tance, and had each to find faith for ourselves, by which time
he was a successful young doctor at the Henry Ford Hospital
in Detroit and I was a rebellious twenty-year-old, learning French
and fashion in Paris. It was the determination to try and bring that
faith into the affairs of individuals and nations which contrived

our meeting and later, in 1957, our marriage. We now live in Lon
don and have two daughters, Edith Anne aged sixteen and Digna
aged twelve.

It is with them that this book begins. One day last summer,
thinking that the International Year of the Child should be,
above all, a time for children and young people to express their
feelings and longings, I asked our daughters some questions.

What, I asked, do they feel when Paul and I don't or won't
listen to their ideas? Their answers were clear and incisive:
•  It makes me not want to do anything you ask me to do.
•  It makes me want to smash plates to get your attention,

especially when we have guests.
•  I feel neglected.
•  I feel my ideas don't count.
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•  I want to run away from home.
How do you feel if we do listen to you?
•  I feel secure.

•  I feel I can talk to you about anything.
• Life is not a strain.

•  I feel 1 can be myself.
Why do you think some parents don't listen?
• They are too wrapped up in themselves.
• They feel superior, they think they know better.
• They are afraid their kids will come out with something

they can't handle.
• They don't want to spare the time.
• They don't care.

What sort of world do you want to see?
• Where everyone is free.
• Where everyone has enough food and housing and work.
• No wars.

• There should be no bloodshed, but solving conflicts by
talking together.

• You have to have certain laws; if everyone does their own
thing you will have chaos.

•  Families should be secure, happy units, no divorce.
• All children should have an equal chance to go to school.
• There should be no discrimination of colour anywhere.

Is this a picture of the kind of world we owe to our children?
After all, they did not ask to be born and yet they inherit the mess
we create.

The following are a few stories of what can happen if we take
seriously what our children are trying to tell us. The first one
comes from a friend who lives in Cape Town, South Africa.

Our two young daughters are quite different in character.
Clare, now eight, is a quiet, reflective girl, very much aware of her
dignity. She is cautious and likes to be sure she knows all the facts
before taking any action.

Vicky, three years younger, is the extrovert, a non-stop
bundle of energy. You have only to see her, barely able to swim,
plunge delightedly into the deep end of the swimming pool to
sense her approach to life.
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In our family all the jealousies and competition which are
normal between any two children have arisen. Last year Clare
suddenly burst out, 'Mummy, I hate Vicky. Couldn't we swap her
for another baby?'

My first reaction was to say, 'Oh no, you don't really hate
her,' and try to smooth it over. Then I thought, 'That isn't right.
Accept that if Clare says she hates, then she does.'

I waited for a few days until the subject came up again. Then
I told Clare how at times when I was growing up I had hated
my brother.

'Did you really. Mummy? What did you do?'
So I told her how I had decided to say sorry to my brother for

my jealousy and how, bit by bit, we had become good friends. I
said how important it was for us to learn to change hate into
caring, otherwise what could we do about the fighting in Ireland
or the divisions in South Africa—both of which countries we have
lived in?

Nothing dramatic happened, but Clare got the point. A
couple of weeks later she said to me, 'You know, I like Vicky a
little better now.' And most of the time they are good friends.
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One afternoon when my youngest daughter Digna was six or
seven, she came home from school saying, 7 don't want to go
to school tomorrow. I don't like it any more.' I made no
comment. A while later I suggested she might make a list of the
things she did not like in school. She took a piece of paper and
wrote down five points:

It is noisy.
I am shy.
I get tired.
It's a bit boring.
I have no one to play with at playtime.

The last point seemed to be the real bottleneck. We talked about
it a bit, and I suggested that next day at playtime she might look
around to see if there were any other girls looking lost and lonely
whom she could be friends with. The next morning she left for
school without complaints, and since then has gradually begun to
enjoy school and made a lot of friends.

Then there is the story sent to me by a Canadian friend who
has done a series of television programmes on family life in
her city.

My daughter Ellen, who was four at the time, saw the photo
of her Daddy, who had been away for longish periods in
connection with his work, and said, 'Hello, Daddy,' and then
began to whine and sulk, demanding, 'When is my Daddy
coming home?'

I knew I could do one of three things: cry with her as I was
missing him too, be cross and send her to her room, or try an
experiment.

I said to Ellen, 'Would you like to tell Jesus about it?'
She hesitated, then said, 'Yes, I will.' She knelt down all by

herself and said, 'Dear Jesus, I do want my Daddy to come home
because I love him so much. Bye bye, Jesus.'

Her face was shining and she told me, 'Do you know what
Jesus said to me? He said Daddy had to be away a little longer,
then he was coming home to see me,' and she went off singing.

Often we feel superior to our children and disregard their
suggestions as being impractical or plain stupid. But they may be
right.
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A French friend told me of her experience.

When our second son was three months old, he used to get
into a terrible state every afternoon around six and could not stop
crying. We didn't know what to do. One evening at the dinner
table I suggested that we should consider in silence what to do.

Our eldest son, then six, thought we ought to go and sing a
particular song to his brother. We thought that solution rather too
simple, but we stood around the cradle and sang. The baby
stopped crying and went to sleep. Curiously, it marked the end of
evening crying. Since then we have always sung that song to
the child before he goes to sleep.

A Canadian music teacher sends a similar story.

It was Sunday morning, and we were all sitting around the
breakfast table thinking we would have a nice relaxing day, as it
had been a very tiring week. Jane, aged four, said quite firmly that
she thought we should all go to church. We tried to talk her out of
it, but she was quite insistent.

A guest from Ireland who was staying with us suggested we
should stop arguing and ask God what He wanted us to do. So we
were quiet and we all thought we should go to church. We really
had to hurry to get there in time.

The minister told us how he had found an answer to a deep
bitterness he had had towards somebody. He told the con
gregation about it simply and humbly. After the service we had a
chance to talk with him and several other couples. Our guest
from Ireland told them how bitterness was being answered
between individuals and communities in her country.

If it hadn't been for jane, we'd never have had that
experience.

A farmer's wife from New Zealand writes:

We had a 'problem child'—a baby girl who never ate if she
could avoid it. Every meal became a battle and it went on for
three years, during which I tried everything! At my wits' end, 1
was challenged to ask God to show me the answer. As I sat
quietly, I remembered the resentment I had felt at the concep
tion of this child. I had pushed this feeling down, out of sight, as
unworthy of a 'Christian mother', and completely forgotten it
after her birth. Now it was as if God put His finger on that
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resentment deep in my heart. When the child was difficult, I
became hard. It came from that core of resentment. That was our
problem.

When I saw the cost in her life, I could only weep, and
repent, and ask God to deal with me. I was cleansed and forgiven.
When I obeyed the simple directions He gave me—never again
to force her to eat the problem was solved overnight. That little
girl never again refused to eat.

Sometimes we talk too much when we should really be trying
to create the atmosphere in which a child can listen to his own
conscience. A mother of four, who lives in Holland, sent me this
story.

Our youngest son Tom, twelve years old, came home from
school at lunchtime looking a bit pale. He said, 'This afternoon is
the school sports day, but I am not going because I have a lot of
homework and I'm too tired.'

He needed my permission to stay away. I felt I should not give
it—but I was not really sure. I went into the kitchen. Tom came in to
persuade me to agree.

I said, 'Let's sit down for a minute and not talk—just think.'
My only conclusion was, 'Let him decide for himself.'
After half a minute he jumped up, saying, 'If I run fast I can still

make it,' and he rushed out of the door.

We parents seem to have a strong instinct to shield our children
from anything unpleasant. The truth may be painful at first, but
it can help prepare them for the real world. An English friend
told me her experience.

My daughter, Phoebe, is an only child, now seven years old. in
the last year two friends of her age had a baby brother and a baby
sister. '1 want a baby brother or sister—I think I'd rather have a
sister,' was her constant plea. And she kept looking hopefully to
see if 1 was getting any larger. I tried to avoid the issue, giving her
vague replies. But 1 knew we would not be having another child.

We went to stay with a friend for a few days and I talked to her
about this. 'Should you go on keeping her in suspense?' she asked.

I thought about it and finally decided to talk to Phoebe openly
when the right opportunity came. One day we were walking
together by the sea and 1 said to her, 'You know. Daddy and 1
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would love to give you a baby brother or sister, but I'm afraid we
can't do it.' I told her about a baby I had lost before she was born
and she asked various questions.

As we got back to the house, she suddenly said, 'Why did you
have to tell me?' She ran to her room and I found her in floods of
tears on the bed. My heart sank and I wondered if I had done the
wrong thing. She came to lunch still rather tearful. But after a while
she cheered up and became very outgoing to our hostess. She was
like a different child.

That afternoon she was invited out to tea with a neighbouring
family. In her bath that evening Phoebe said to me, 'I told Mrs X all
about your not being able to have another baby.'

'My heavens,' I thought, 'what has she been saying?'
'And,' went on Phoebe, 'she said that she lost two babies too.'
I, too, stopped feeling she was deprived in some way, and

started to be grateful for what we do have. I come from a broken
home. I have a sister, but my father left home when I was eight. I
think this background can be much more damaging for a child. As
an only child, Phoebe has had to make the effort to go out to make
friends. We have lived abroad and moved about quite a bit, so she
has had the opportunity to make some very good friendships.

Another friend writes of how her son overcame his fear of being
bullied at school.

Nicky was six years old. He liked school. There was only one
snag; every afternoon a big boy of ten would rush out of school
after him. Nicky would try to run away but Peter would catch up
and start tripping him, throwing his cap in the pond, and so on.
Nicky was frightened of this boy. I qffered to fetch him from
school, but he thought this was babyish.

At bedtime one night he asked Jesus what to do. Suddenly his
face was radiant and he said, 'Jesus said that dogs run after cats
because the cats are frightened and run away as fast as they can. So
tomorrow I mustn't run but wait for Peter and walk home with him
and try to make friends with him because he hasn't any.'

The next afternoon I looked out of the window and there they
were, like a couple of old buddies, walking home together and
stopping at our gate to finish their conversation. Gradually Nicky's
friends also became Peter's friends.
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An English headmaster told a friend of mine, 'Parents give their
children everything except time.' No amount of pocket money
can replace it. A mother writes from Scotland:

When children are small the mother has to spend a good deal
of time with them. As they grow up and can do things for
themselves both parent and child can enjoy the independence this
brings. But it is still important to give enough time to listen to the
things my boys want to talk about. The best time is often when they
are going to bed and can chat in a relaxed way. Sometimes it takes a
real effort to go upstairs—! am tired at the end of the day and feel
I have a right to relax!

One evening my elder son was comparing how much pocket
money his friends got with what we were giving him. He found he
came off very badly! Then he said, 'Of course I would like to have
more pocket money, but you and Dad teach us to listen to God
and that is much more important.'After a pause he told me about a
friend who got what he thought was a phenomenal amount and
added, 'You know, I think his parents give him so much money to
make up for what they don't give him.'



7-^

This point is also illustrated by a Swiss friend who has worked with
children of all nationalities.

One thing I have noticed: parents often promise material
things to children with the idea that it will make them happy. But
when I asked some eight-year-old boys what made them happy,
none of them mentioned anything material. Their answers were:

Doing something really difficult.
Helping someone who really needs it.

-\1
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And when I asked them whether they were happy when they got
what they wanted, an Irish boy answered, 'When I get all I want, 1
don't get happy, 1 get greedy.'

My Swiss friend put a number of questions to a group of children
from seven different countries between the ages of seven and
thirteen. Here are some of their answers.

What is your idea of an ideal family?
• A family where nobody tells lies. Where they don't fight, the

way Mum and Dad do sometimes.
• Where we see more of Dad, at least at meal times. It would be
good if parents would work less so that we could talk to them
when we need them.

• Where parents would let us do things for ourselves. If they just
give orders we become like robots who learn nothing.

What can children do to change the atmosphere at home?
• Tell the truth.

• Admit when we are wrong.
• We could say sorry.
•  Everyone makes so much noise in our family that Mother

gets angry. If we were quieter she would not get so angry.
• Have more times of listening to God together.

What sort of things do you quarrel about?
• Only little things, but they seem to let off fireworks and then

they become big things.
•  If my brother or sister have something that I don't have, I

get jealous.
•  If the parents say no to one child and yes to the other.

How could your family help other families?
• By telling them the things we think about in our home.
• By meeting our neighbours.
• We have to be united ourselves first before we can help

others.

What sort of things do you like to do with your family?
• Go on holidays.
• Talk together about all sorts of things.
• Go to the woods.

• Play table tennis with Dad.
How do you make decisions in your family?
• We don't.

10
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•  Each one takes a notebook and writes down what he would

like to do.

• We decide in the evening before saying our prayers.
•  Everyone gives their ideas and Dad decides what is best.
Why do we need families?
• Because we need to eat.

• To look after us.

• We need a father to bring us up and show us how to live.
What are grandparents for?
• A grandmother is a lady who has no children of her own and

therefore she loves other people's little boys and girls.
• Grandmothers don't do anything, they just need to be there.

They never say, 'Come quickly,' or, 'Hurry up, for heaven's
sake.'

• They are fat, but not too fat to do up our shoelaces. They

wear glasses and sometimes they are able to pull out your
tooth.

They know the answers to questions like 'Why dogs hate cats'
and 'Why isn't God married?'
When they read us a story they never skip any pages and
they don't mind if it is always the same story.
Everybody should have a grandmother, especially if you don't
have television.
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Grandmothers are the only grown-ups who always have time
for you.
Grandma always thinks of us and telephones us. She always
plays games with us. Grandmothers have their limits, they
send us to bed and don't give us any sweets before supper.
Grandfathers have no limits, they just want us to have a
good time.
They see to it that our-mothers behave themselves.

What does listening to God mean to a child? I asked Digna to give
her explanation.

You sit quietly and you don't think about anything really, you
just sit there and let your conscience roll, if you know what 1 mean.
You don't hear a strange voice. I guess God is using your own voice
to tell you something, and you can tell whether it's the devil or God
speaking, because God says good things or where you've been
wrong, and the devil says, 'Oh, forget it, you don't need to listen to
Him.'

I was staying with a friend and one night we were talking in
bed about eleven o'clock and God cropped up in our con
versation, and I asked my friend if she believed in Him, and she
said, 'I think so, I'm not sure.'
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I asked, 'When you've had a row with your mother, do you
hear a little voice inside you saying, "Go and say sorry?'" and she
said, 'Yes, i had a big row the other day and 1 said to myself, "I will
not say sorry"—but then a voice inside me said, "You must say
sorry," and I did, and I was so happy.'

To a child, listening to the voice in your heart comes very
naturally. It is not a new idea, of course—in the Bible there are
countless stories of God giving instructions to people. When
kings and leaders obeyed those instructions all went well in their
lands, but when they chose to disregard God famine, war and
chaos followed. I believe it is still so today.

13



2  Tackling problems together

BECOMING A PARENT is a lot easier than being one. For
tunately, we can learn from each other and from our mistakes.
At a workshop on family life in Germany recently, the question
was put:

At what age should you start educating your child?
A German mother replied, 'As early as possible. You have to

start setting limits when the children are very young. This gives
them a sense of security and safety. Experiments with anti-
authoritarian education have shown how disastrous it is if you
don't do this. If you do establish certain limits it increases the so-
called frustration-tolerance: the child learns that the world does
not fall apart if he does not get his way. I sometimes meet children
who have never heard "no" consistently. They have always been
able to get their way by coaxing or coercion. We need to show a
positive kind of authority.'

Support for this view has come, in recent years, from an
unlikely source—from Dr Spock, the apostle of parental per
missiveness on whose books millions of parents of our generation
brought up their children. 'Dr Spock's main theme, which one
would not expect from him, is the need for parents to be firm with
their children,' wroteJhe Times of 23 January 1974, reviewing his
new book Bringing Up Children in a Difficult Time. 'He says that
the inability to be firm is the commonest problem of parents in
America today, and that it can lead to a child's personality
becoming "balkier and peskier" as the months and years go by.
"The commonest reason, I think, why parents can't be firm is that
they are afraid that if they insist, their children will resent them, or
at least won't love them as much." Dr Spock observes that parents
who are submissive towards their children are not necessarily
submissive towards other adults.'

15
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In this chapter parents tell how they have tackled small
problems in children which could turn into big problems if not
dealt with at an early age.

The first story is written by an English mother who teaches
and has three young children.

I knew about praying, but the listening part was where the
reality of God as a Person became evident. We need to treat it as an
art. In the face of family quarrels, sickness, tiredness, pressures,
there is always the way out. If we are willing to hear, God will speak
to us in the most secret place of our hearts.

Since I began to listen, there have been changes in our family
life. I had felt a kind of restless unease about my eldest daughter,
aged six; She had become, very clinging and was constantly

demanding my attention. 1 resorted to this secret plea to God, not
really expecting any answer. However, as I was standing there in
the supermarket queue a thought did come at once. It was that I
was academically ambitious for my daughter, and was causing her
anxiety which it was unfair for her to have to bear. As I recognised
this thought as an answer, the burden lifted.

When I got home I explained to her, as best 1 could, how I had
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been wrong to expect too much of her and how sorry I was if she
had felt I was pushing her. Her relief was pathetic. She did
understand. Since then I have had a real change of heart towards
her, and as a result her attitude towards school work has become
much more careful and cheerful. She stopped copying other
children, because she felt free to be herself, without having to live
up to what I had wrongly expected of her.

Children seem to know at an early age that we all have two voices
speaking in our hearts: a good one and a bad one. Once Edith
Anne, then almost four, said to a friend who was visiting us. Til tell
you all that is in my heart. There is Jesus and there is the devil who
wants to make everybody unhappy. You have to say to him, "I'm
not going to listen to you.'"

One evening, some time after that, she was in an exasperating
mood, whining and fussing about everything. The following
morning she said to me, 'I'm not going to whine again like I did last
night'

I asked, 'Why were you so naughty last night?'
She replied, 'I had a devil in me, but I shooted him.'

A young Cambodian couple, who now live in Paris, had a similar
experience with their six-year-old son. Both their families have had
political positions in their country and they carry on their hearts
the terrible agonies suffered by their people.

About six months ago, my husband and I realised that our way
of life was not right. We decided to stop thinking only about
ourselves. We started to live for our son who is six (who had
suffered a lot from our disunity), for each other, and for other men
and women who need us.

Then together we tried to think about our son's education.
We decided to be firm with him when necessary. We spend a
certain amount of time each day talking and playing with him.
(Both of us have jobs outside the home.) By giving this time to him
quietly and regularly, he gets the security which I believe is needed
for harmonious development of soul and character.

Our son has noticed the change in us. When he sees that we
are about to start an argument, he says, 'Maman, Papa, would you
like to listen to God?'

He is still young and our experience of change is new, but I

17
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have confidence in the future. Children are often much more
aware than parents realise. One night our son was misbehaving at
bedtime when suddenly he reappeared and said, 'Maman, my bad
voice told me to go under the bed, but I told him, "Go away, bad
voice. I will not listen to you. I will listen to the good voice who tells
me not to disobey my mother."' He understood the choice
between good and bad. I hope that as he grows up this capacity for
discernment will grow.

/ once knew a teenager who would eat nothing but sausages and
potato chips. We decided early on that our children should learn
to eat everything, and not waste food in an age where many are
starving. We would give them a very small helping of things they
did not like and after some time they would eat them without fuss
and begin to like them.

A small girl of three stayed with us for some weeks. She was
not used to finishing all the food on her plate. We told her that in
our house everybody did. At first she was angry; but she
responded when she saw we were firm. After every meal she
would say triumphantly, 7 ate all my macaroni!' (or whatever it
was). Children are eager to extend their capabilities, and we fail
them if we do not help them do what they know to be right.
When Digna was four, she could not sit through a meal without

getting off her chair several times with lots of excuses. My threats
had no effect and meals turned into battle-fields. We decided

to put a stop to this. We hung a chart on the wall. After every meal
when she had not got up once she was allowed to stick a red paper
star on the chart. If, on ̂turday, she had seven times three stars on
the chart, we would go and buy an ice-cream. It became a game to
win a star after every meal. After several weeks, Digna forgot about
the stars, but sitting all through the meal had become a firm habit. I
suppose that children can learn good habits just as simply as they
can pick up bad ones.

A Canadian friend sends another experience.

Having felt unhappy about the children's table manners for a
while, I finally decided to give it serious thought. It struck me quite
forcefully that my laziness in serving quick meals around the
kitchen table was encouraging the children's bad manners. So I
decided to make the extra effort of having family meals in the

18
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dining-room. The change has been quite remarkable. The chil
dren have to set and clear the table, which gives them a sense of
responsibility. Evening meals are now fun and a chance for
everyone to tell about their day.

This year my husband has insisted that the children, six and
four, make their beds, and on Saturday morning each one has
to clean his room, which includes vacuuming. At the beginning it
was a real battle to get them to do it. Last Saturday, Harry was away
on business and I was out teaching. When we got back the baby
sitter told us the children had insisted on cleaning their rooms all
on their own. They now take great pride in showing off their well-
made beds and tidy rooms.

And then there is this story from an American mother.

Our three elder boys left home when Tim was about seven—
so he became like an only child. One of the problems in so many
American homes is mother controlling things instead of respecting
father's rightful place, as God ordained it, to be the head of the
home. Well, I was in control with Tim. When Dick, my husband,
would want to discipline him, I would protect Tim or be soft. I
couldn't figure why Dick would be overly cross with the boy, un
reasonably so, I thought.

1 had just learned to turn to God for answers when things were
not right, and to see where 1 just might be wrong myself. My
answer was, 'Dick wasn't mad at Tim, but at me.' I shared this with
Dick, and he said, 'That's true.'
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After that, when Dick disciplined Tim, even if 1 felt it wasn't fair
or he was overly strict, I kept out of it, and backed Dick. Tim then
couldn't turn to me for my softness. The results were that Tim was
more secure, and he and Dick became close friends and it holds
the same today.

Since then I've seen how so many children play one parent
against the other. I am so grateful that we learned to listen to God,
and to find the unity that strengthened our family and gave us a
faith. Our sons have gone into the world as responsible citizens—
with a concern for mankind and the country.

Some years ago Karen and her parents stayed with us for a few
days on their way home. Both parents did post-graduate work in
Oxford, and her father was an All-American football player. Her
mother writes:

I have found that whatever the problem with the kids, once I
make up my mind to be firm about a particular thing the children
sense it before I even have a chance to do anything. For example,
Karen, four years old, had been taking my make-up and jewellery
for weeks—sometimes hiding it in her dresser drawer, sometimes
using it when I wasn't looking. I felt it was very important that she
learnt to respect other people's belongings. So I decided to give
her her own jewellery and some old make-up things, including
an eyebrow brush, which she could keep next to mine.

She was not allowed in my bedroom when I wasn't there. 1
was prepared to put a latch on my door if necessary, but as soon
as I had decided on this plan of action, she stopped taking my
things. It was as if she sensed that 1 really meant it, and wasn't
going to try to play games about it.

When our children got into moods I used to say to them, 'If
you want to be moody, go to your room. If you decide to be
cheerful then we like having you with us.' Invariably they would
prefer the family circle to voluntary confinement. They realised
that they could often decide themselves to snap out of it and
need not be helpless victims of moods. Of course, some moods
had a deeper cause, and then we had to find out what it was.

Digna, who was delivered by a very competent midwife, had
a habit of falling asleep while she should be feeding. The midwife
showed me various ways of waking her up.

'As soon as the cord is cut they will try to control you,' she
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said. 'You must decide who is going to be in charge!' The battle
for control starts at an early age, but we found that it does not
have to run our lives. There is a different way of doing things.

Edith Anne was four and used to have terrible temper
tantrums. She would lie on the floor and kick and scream every
time she didn't get what she wanted. I often gave in for the sake
of peace.

A friend said, 'It is bad for the child to feel she can control
you. How are you going to help her?'

We had no idea. We decided to ask for God's help, as we
realised it was no good picking on every point that was wrong.
It made life unbearable for all concerned. We got the thought to
insist on three simple points of behaviour:

She must make her bed and tidy her room every morning
before breakfast.

She must finish all the food on her plate.
She must be told what to wear and not change her clothes
without consent.

And there was a fourth point, for me: not to avoid crossing her
will even if a volcano might erupt.

We told Edith Anne our decisions on the three points. She
made no comment. The next morning I discovered a terrible
mess in her room. I told her to tidy it up before coming down. In
less than a minute she was down. I said, 'Did you tidy your room?'
She said, 'Yes, but don't go and look now... I' Actually, we did go
up and tidied the room quickly together.

As we insisted on these points, she became a much happier
child. The tantrums almost totally disappeared. It gave her a sense
of security to know what was expected of her and how far she
could go. I think she knew that I was no longer afraid of crossing
her will, and the storms seemed to subside before they had a
chance to erupt. She also knew that Paul and I were united, so
she couldn't play one against the other. You know what little girls
are like with their fathers I

A French friend, who lives in Lyon, has two lively sons.

It was one of those evenings when a mother is at the end of
her tether, having to cope with a dozen things at a time, when
children are tired and excited. My nine-year-old son was having a
bath and being very naughty. I came in and spanked him and
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shouted, 'I could kill you, I could kill you!'Assoon as I had said it,
I felt very ashamed.

Later on, at bedtime, I felt I could not let him go to sleep
without putting things right. I did not feel I should apologise,
because his behaviour had been wrong, but I asked him, 'What
did you feel when I told you that very nasty thing?'

He answered very shyly, 'Oh Mummy, I often think that
about you, but I don't dare say it!'We laughed together and felt
very alike and close to each other.

I had to face the fact that with incidents like that it is only my
real nature which comes out, and not that of the wonderful
mother who takes such good care of her children.

I went on thinking about it, wondering what more there was
besides tiredness which made me act like that. It occurred to me

that when for some reason (usually a very specific reason) I am
not letting God control my life, I immediately start trying to
control my family. My son told me once, 'Mummy, you some
times act like a queen around here.' He was right, and it was no
compliment!
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Another mother writes from California:

The other day our ten-year-old son and some of his friends
found some Penthouse magazines in a neighbour's trash can. Of
course they thought it was very exciting and they all came into
John's room, closed the door and leafed through all the pictures.
Then they hid them, and it was to be their secret.

PIl:

However, that night John obviously had something on his
mind, but said he couldn't tell because he had promised the
others not to.

I said, 'Knowing you, something is bothering you and you
won't be happy until you can tell me or Dad about it. We can keep
secrets.'

He did, with great embarrassment, and we had a good talk. His
Dad had had a 'facts of life' talk with him much earlier, so he knew
he could discuss everything with us. God has a wonderful purpose
for sex, just as He does for food, but you can get awfully sick from
eating too much food (especially chocolate!), just as you can
misuse sex.

We made an agreement—he would tell his friends that we
would take the magazines to sell for recycled paper and divide the
money. He convinced his friends that this was a good deal.
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Mothers have feelings too. Edith Anne had been having piano
lessons since she was eight, at her own request. She enjoyed
playing but not practising. One afternoon, shortly before her
twelfth birthday, I sat with her at the piano trying to encourage her
to practise. I was a total failure. The more I urged her to play, the
more she resisted. We got into an argument. Nothing I said made
any impact.

Finally I didn't know what to say any more. I felt utterly
helpless and defeated, and I began to cry. I don't think I had ever
cried in front of Edith Anne. There was a deadly silence. She was
stunned. After a while I said, 'Daddy and I try to give you a good
education, we try to give you what you need without spoiling
you, but we must have failed somewhere.'

She flung her arms around me, sobbing, 'It's not your fault.
I'm so selfish and ungrateful. Please forgive me.' Since that day our
relationship has been totally different; we seem to be operating on
the same wave-length instead of pulling in different directions.

A friend from Kenya writes about her young son going for the
first time to boarding school.

Frank has known for a long time that he would be going to
boarding school, and this year the plan materialised. We chose
the same school his father went to when he was a boy. Frank is
only seven and a half, and it seemed a very young age for him to
be away from home. We had prepared him for it by talking about
it quite often, so he knew a little of what it was all about, but of
course when the moment came it was hard for him and for us,
the more so as he had never spent a night away from his parents.

We took him to school one evening in September and hoped
for the best, believing we had made the right decision, but with
some doubts and apprehensions. After two weeks we had the
opportunity to visit him at the school. We were amazed at the
change in him. F4e had matured and grown up in a very short
time. He showed us his work and where everything was, taking a
real interest and pride in keeping his possessions in order. It had
been hard for him to look after himself—to know, for instance,
that the way you leave the clothes you take off in the evening is
the way you find them the next morning. His letters were also
cheerful, enquiring after all the members of the household.

After five weeks of school the time came for the four-day
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half-term holiday. He appreciated everything so much more after
being away—his toys, his bike and his food. Naturally he didn't
want to go back, but he knew that he had to, and although there
were tears he was brave again. The last morning he wrote down in
his time of listening to God, 'I am sad 1 am leaving. I would like a
picture so I don't forget you. I am happy it is Daddy's birthday. I
have been quite happy here.' He is learning to express himself,
and this helps him too.

I myself noticed how much I wanted to keep him with me
and thought that we, his parents, were the only ones who could
do the best for him. And then suddenly you have no more
control, and wonder if everything is going right. Then my
husband said to me, 'God looks after him too, you know.'

How can a parent cope when suddenly left alone with young
children? An English friend writes:

My daughter was only seven and my son four when my
husband died suddenly. At first I did not see how I could face life
without him. He was such a wonderful father and husband. But
something in God's love for us as a family, and my husband's
faith, gave me the courage to accept this as God's will and an
experience of the Cross.

I was having serious problems with my daughter, Diana, who
was reacting strongly against me. I could see no reason why she
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constantly hit out at me. I put it down to her missing her father, as
they had been very close. Both children were attending a small
school. One day the children in the school took part in a musical.
They sang several songs in the play and had a few speaking lines,
and all enjoyed it very much. At the final curtain the children sat
in front of the footlights with their backs to the audience,
watching the chorus sing the final song.

The first night as the audience applauded most of the chil
dren turned round and smiled at the audience. It was explained
to them that they had had their applause earlier, and this was for
the whole cast and it distracted attention if they turned round.
The second night only Diana turned round. The producer was
cross. A grown-up looking after Diana said to her, 'I think you
should ask God why you turned round.'

The children in the school used to take time regularly to
listen to God, and the following morning when they started the
day with a few minutes' sitting quietly, my daughter made no
reference to the play, but said, 'I am jealous of my brother. I don't
know what to do.'

One of the teachers suggested she might like to talk to me
about it. She did this, with great difficulty, and also said that she
felt I liked her brother, John, better than her. I found it hard to
accept that I could be guilty of something so unfair, but when I
thought about it I knew that I was having to make increasing
efforts to try to be patient with her, as she got more and more
rebellious. John in the meantime was exploiting the situation and
being sweet—and smug—as he saw his sister getting up against
me.

It was a turning point in the security of both children, as
Diana knew there was a higher authority to which we could
always turn. It gave John security as he was getting very spoilt and
correspondingly insecure.

An Australian journalist wrote of this experience with his son.

On the football field he was fearless. Yet every night sucking
his thumb was an essential part of going to sleep. Andrew was
nine years old and despite the earnest, even frantic efforts of my
wife and me, there seemed to be no end to the habit.

We had tried painting his thumb with unpleasant tinctures,
and sewing up his pyjama sleeves, but we realised the direct
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assault seemed merely to lead to a fruitless will-on-will—ours on
his.

Some weeks later I was kneeling by his bed about to say
prayers with him when I found myself saying, to my surprise,
'Have you ever asked Jesus to help you stop sucking your thumb?'

I can still feel the penetrating look in his eyes as he answered,
'Jesus may work for you; He doesn't for me.'

'I don't find it all that easy myself,' I responded. 'Every day I
have to ask for His help on something I can't do myself.'

'What was it today?' was the next question, with a definite
emphasis on the 'today'.

Quick as a flash I remembered, and rather wished ! hadn't. A
debate went on inside me. It was not an example that would be
helpful to him. In fact it might be harmful. Yet we had always
made a rule to be completely honest in our replies to genuine
questions—and there was no doubting the searching interest of
Andrew at this point as his eyes levelled unblinkingly on mine.

'Well, as a matter of fact I had to ask Jesus's help not to look
back at a picture on the cover of a magazine.'

'What was wrong with the picture?'
To an adult I might have replied that it was 'suggestive', but

to Andrew I had to say simply, 'It was dirty.'
The final question, 'And did you look again?' was answered

by a rather relieved, 'No.'
Then he prayed. I don't remember the phrasing of his

request for help. What I do remember is that he never sucked
his thumb again.

Many years later Andrew told us that what had helped him
most was that we were prepared to be dead honest with him
about our needs, whether he volunteered anything or not.

An English woman doctor felt frustrated and defeated by the
temperament of her small daughter.

Life was very pleasant and without problems until the chil
dren began to become little personalities with wills of their own,
which I could no longer control. I found Lucy, our second
daughter, the most difficult. There was just a year between her
and the next one. She used to follow me from room to room,
crawling and crying, which was very irritating. Soon a poor re
lationship existed between us, and at times I picked her up and
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shook her to stop her crying. It didn't work, of course, as 1 knew it
wouldn't, but though I felt guilty afterwards I couldn't help
myself.

By the time she was three she had begun to have real temper
tantrums, including one occasion when she lay down on a shop
floor and screamed. 1 never took her shopping again.

I felt angry about all this—here was I, a sensible, intelligent
doctor, yet ! could not handle my own daughter. I was defeated
by a small child. Things got steadily worse, until one night in
desperation I went down on my knees (a thing I was not at all in
the habit of doing—we rarely went to church, or took any notice
of God at that time). I said, 'Oh God, what am I to do with this
child?'

The immediate thought came to me, as clearly as if spoken
aloud, 'You know perfectly well what to do. You must start
listening to Me again.'

So I did. I had been brought up to believe in the value of
time spent first thing in the morning with God, and I decided to
get up half an hour earlier to do this. It was quite a struggle as I
met a lot of opposition from my husband. But fairly quickly I
began to see a difference in all the children. It was not the
children who were wrong, but me. I also found that I seemed to
be able to get through a lot more in the day, and so I had more
time to give to the children. Our relationships got better and
better.

And, as an added gift, my husband decided to join me in the
time of quiet in the morning.

When our third daughter, Elisabeth, was twelve, she began
to be very difficult. A barrier was growing up between us.

She was keen on wild flowers, and one morning I had the
idea to spend time with her collecting and pressing wild flowers.
This didn't interest me in the least, and I didn't want to do it. But
we began to go for walks, sometimes alone, sometimes with all
the girls, when we would see who could find the greatest number
of different ones. Elisabeth soon had a big scrap-book of pressed
flowers—and what was more important, she and I became close
to each other again.

Surveys show that adopted children, however well cared for by
their new parents, often still feel neglected and grow up wjth a
chip on their shoulder.
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A friend in Yorkshire tells how she helped her children.

We have two adopted children, Jenny and Michael.
Spending a morning with a young Indian mother and her

small baby, watching a baby being breast-fed for the first time,
jenny, aged seven, commented, 'I think I was fed like that for the
first three weeks of my life.' Then followed a discussion on the
merits of breast-feeding and bottle-feeding, jenny said, 'I was
born to a schoolgirl, you know.' The Indian woman was struck by
her freedom to talk in this way without any sense of hold-back or
self-consciousness.

jenny was three when she first started asking me about
herself as a baby. I told her the story of how we met her the first
time. How she stayed asleep the whole time we held her, how we
brought her home to live with us the next day and how happy we
were to have a little daughter, because we hadn't been able to
have any children of our own until then, jenny asked me to tell
her this 'story' on and off for some weeks. She didn't ask me
much about what happened before she was six weeks old,
although the fact of her growing in 'another lady's tummy' was
talked about.

One Sunday when jenny was six, she and Michael were
having a very happy game pretending I was their baby, minis
tering to all my needs. All I had to do was make the occasional
pretend cry, otherwise I rested! I sat up, and jenny threw her
arms round me and said, 'Oh Mummy, I've known you all my life,
haven't I, except for the first six weeks when I was with that
horrible person who didn't want me?'

I said, 'But jenny, it wasn't like that at all,' and I told her about
her mother, who was fourteen, and who had sent a message for
jenny when we adopted her asking us to tell her that she loved
her very much, but she was letting us be her Mummy and
Daddy because she couldn't look after her properly. Both the
children then asked many questions about their mothers and I
told them what I knew, emphasising their care and concern.
Michael's mother had made him a shawl, and so on. They asked
if they could see their mothers and we talked about this hard
point. They accepted it when I said I didn't know where they
were and that perhaps it was better that way. (This will no doubt
arise in their minds again.)
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Michael, as usual, was matter-of-fact about everything, but
Jenny was very much moved. So was 1. 1 thought she would have
a sleepless night. In fact, it was obvious that, with real com
passion, she was thinking for me more than about herself. I
remember saying to her, when she was shaking at bedtime, that
there would be a sad little place in her heart, I knew, but most
people do have sad places in their hearts and we were very, very
lucky to have each other as parents and children, brother and
sister.

The next day it was as though Jenny had lost a great burden.
She has been like that ever since. She started a new school the
following day, and it was as though she had moved on to a fresh
course. She took to it like a duck to water. Our children are
secure and confident, without being precocious or cheeky. I
think this has probably developed from honesty in us and facing
up to our needs as a family.
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3  Parents and teenagers

MANY PARENTS' greatest fears seem to be focused on the time
when their children grow into teenagers and when the 'genera
tion gap' so often opens up. This gap has been endlessly discussed
by psychologists and sociologists, and many reasons for its
inevitability have been put forward. But is the generation gap
inevitable? Is it even the right thing on which to concentrate?

A more important question for us parents may be whether
our children will be equipped, before they leave home, to face
the world as it is and to have the independence and deter
mination to tackle what they see wrong in a constructive way. This
chapter focuses on the struggles of teenagers to become adults
and how we parents help and hinder them in the process.

What can a mother do if, coming home after midnight from a
tiring nursing shift, she finds that her sixteen-year-old daughter
has not yet returned from a party? This is how a Dutch friend met
the situation.

I decided to go to bed and read while waiting for her. But I
found myself getting more and more angry and was soon men
tally rehearsing a long sermon with which to receive her. Then,
very clearly, I knew this was the moment to ask God to give me
the wisdom I needed. Unexpectedly I got the idea to start doing
some of the things I was planning to do the next morning. I
started cleaning the living-room.

Just as I was putting away the vacuum cleaner, Julie came in.
It was two-fifteen in the morning. I was able to greet her with,
'You must've had a very good evening. I've just finished cleaning
the room.' I saw her face change. She had obviously expected an
angry tirade and had prepared herself for it. Now she lowered
her defences and said she was sorry for being so late. She had not
wanted to come home alone on her bicycle on a dark road, and
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had waited for her friends. She told me ail about the evening—
who was there, what they did—things she would never have told
me otherwise. But she understood how worried I had been and

that she could have telephoned to say she was going to be late.
When there is tension between us, it is not a question either

of giving in for the sake of peace or of showing my authority with
angry words and deeds. The need is to trust in God's wisdom and
plan—that He will show me the right way if I really want to know.

An alternative to worrying about teenagers is illustrated by a
friend from the United States.

One night my younger daughter, Mary, returned from a
date. We were in bed but not asleep. I called to her, 'Glad you are
home.' She came in, sat at the foot of our bed and said, 'Mother
and Dad, Ann and I have been talking things over. You are so
worried about us that all we feel is your concern. What we want
to feel is your love.'

Her honesty did something to melt the coldness in my heart
towards her and Ann which had grown since they had been going
around with a group at high school whom we did not care for.
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Our next move was to get to know their friends, have them
in our home, and invite them to go with us to our cabin on the
river. By showing more love than concern we helped the children
through those difficult teen years.

One morning at breakfast with the children I decided to get
honest with them about the kind of person I had been. Having
posed as a self-righteous mother, it was very hard for me to tell
them about my cheating in school, taking things, and my re
lationships with boys and how I had a part in making the world
they had to grow up in. I burst into tears, feeling they could never
respect or love me again.

Then Ann said, 'Mother, I don't know why, but I've never
loved you as much as I do right now. I want you to know I have
lots of things to put straight, and I am going to start on them
right away.'

Here is the experience of another Dutch mother, a busy woman
with a large family.

My husband and I were very fortunate to have learned to
listen to God when our eldest daughter was only four. As a matter
of fact, she understood before us that praying also meant
listening.

One day she said to us, 'You know, 1 can pray already.' When
we asked, 'What do you say to God?' she replied, 'I don't say
anything to Him—He says something to me.'

All through the many years of bringing up a family of seven
we have been learning to listen together with the children, but
also learning about it from the children.

Between the ages of four and fourteen listening to God had
been normal practice for our daughter Helen, who had told her
classmates about it. Then at fourteen she became interested in a
boy and gradually gave up listening to God.

One day when she was fifteen my husband and I realised that
she was going to ask us permission for something she wanted to
do very badly but to which we could not agree. I foresaw a
horrible clash of wills, tears and tantrums. To fortify ourselves we
went down on our knees and promised God that we would not
say yes to our children—if we felt He wanted us to say no.

The next morning Helen and 1 had breakfast together and
after a few minutes she put her question to me. 1 said, 'Helen,
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Daddy and I went on our knees yesterday and promised God that
we would never say yes if we felt He said no. The answer is no.'

There was complete silence. When she had finished eating
she said goodbye in a friendly way and left. She didn't raise the
subject again.

I stayed behind, grateful for the discovery I had made that
when our children know their parents are sincerely trying to
obey God, they do not want to get between God and us. So our
obedience can help them accept His will, even if it sometimes
goes against their own desires.

I have a German friend whose family owned large estates in
what is now East Germany. They suffered great hardships during
World War II, losing many relatives and all their possessions. She
writes of what she went through as a teenager.

I thought it was absolutely unfair to be put into this world by
two people whom I had to accept as parents. I hated life—it held
nothing but difficulties for me. As I grew older I learned to act
sensibly, but the desperation and hopelessness never left me. I
knew there was a living God, but how could He solve my
problem?

One day I realised it was my love of desperation and hope
lessness which divided me from the love of God, but I would not
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accept the implications of this discovery. So one dark night I took
three times as many sleeping pills as a human being can bear.

I was found in time. For three days I was unable to see or
speak, but I knew with perfect clarity that I had to make a
decision. Finally I said, 'All right, God, you win,' and, more
frightened than happy, I started a new life under new conditions.

I stumbled my way forward, step by step, and experienced
the difference. When I ran into trouble and despair came up
again, something inside told me not to stop there but to go
forward. It no longer made sense to blame my parents, my
teachers or circumstances; I had to find out where / was wrong.
This new-found objectivity helped me to get a grip on life. And
after some time I even realised that I had been called to life—

specifically and definitely—to take responsibility, and as a result
happiness came to me.

/, too, in my teens was causing my mother sleepless nights.
This was not so much due to any deep rift in the family as to all
the things which she feared might fill the vacuum of purpose in
my life.

I was born and brought up, along with my three brothers and
sisters, in the lovely southern part of Holland called Brabant.

We had a very happy childhood, in spite of coming face to
face at an early age with bombings, shortage of food and con
centration camps. Each of my parents had been imprisoned by
the Germans before I was ten, but they had an unshakeable faith
that God was in control of our lives and not the Germans.

Several things stand out in my mind about these days: the
Saturday nights when we played games as a family; my mother
always waiting for us with a cup of tea when we came home from
school, ready to listen to our stories; the time spent together on
Sunday mornings when Dad would read a story from the Bible
and Mum play hymns on our little organ. Our friends and cousins
used to come to those mornings, too, and afterwards we would
all play football, or Monopoly if it was raining.

My maternal grandmother had a big influence on my life.
She had lost two sons when they were still in their twenties, but
she was never bitter. She had a childlike faith and a tremendous

'joie de vivre'. She taught me to waltz when I was nine, and also
my first words of English. After the war she would take me to see
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films and plays which my mother thought highly unsuitable. She
also loved to play roulette and often won, though she always
knew when to stop.

After finishing high school, where my reports generally read,
'She could do better if only she would try'—there just seemed
too little incentive to make me try harder—I went to live in
Amsterdam. A girl friend and I rented an attic in a three-hundred-
year-old house on a canal where our beds shook every time a
ship came by. We took jobs in a fashionable store where we
learned how to make hats—as well as some of the facts of life
which had escaped us before.

The next year I went to Paris to learn more French and more
about fashion. My mother was worried about me, and she had
reason to be. We were polite to each other, but I never told her
what was going on inside me. She asked me that summer to go
with her to Caux, a beautiful spot high above the Lake of Geneva,
where Moral Re-Armament had been holding conferences since
1946. There I met people of many classes and races, including
young people who seemed to have a purpose in life, and a
Hollywood actress whom I felt I could talk to.

After a few days it became clear to me that I must make a
choice: either to go on as I was, totally centred on my own career
and fulfilment, or to use my life for a bigger purpose. I began to
realise that the world might be in this mess because of millions of
self-centred individuals like me who never fought for anything
except our own way.

One night I saw a play about life in a university. The first act
shows life as it is today, free and easy. The second act shows the
same university, but under a totalitarian regime, where people
are controlled by fear and terror. As I was watching that second
act it was as though my childhood in occupied Holland flashed in
front of my eyes, and a voice inside me said, 'Do you want your
children to go through that? If things go wrong in the world you
won't be able to blame anyone else—you are too selfish to do
anything about it'

The next morning I felt utterly miserable. I knew that going
back to enjoy the old life in Paris would no longer satisfy me, but
to decide to put my life into the hands of a higher authority, as
my Hollywood friend suggested, was a very daunting prospect.

I went to find her. We talked for a long time, and finally we
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knelt down together and I said to God, 'OK, God, I give you my
life, whatever it may mean.' It was like signing a contract, and I
intend to honour it for the rest of my life. It was as if I had come
out of a long dark tunnel into the bright light. There were many
things I had to put right, especially with my mother. We became
very good friends, which we still are today. That decision was the
beginning of a way of life so adventurous and satisfying that I can
recommend it to anyone.

How can parents prepare a teenager for life at university? Here is
an English couple's story.

Our daughter got a scholarship to university. We were all
very pleased and proud. She had nine months before starting
there, and after years of hard schooling had a dizzying sense of
being free to do innumerable things—a typing course, learning
to drive, a trip abroad, etc. This was discussed endlessly. She was
free to do what she wanted, within reason, but after a lifetime of
taking decisions together in a time of seeking God's guidance,
she valued the sense of security this brought and asked if she
could decide her plans with us in this way.

However, we were getting tired of the whole subject and felt
she only wanted us to agree to her plans, not really to find out what
God wanted done in those nine months.

That morning my husband said to me, 'The world does not
need one more self-centred intellectual. If she can only think
about herself and her own plans, it would be better if she didn't
go to university, but did something which would be of more use
to other people.' I agreed, but the thought of telling her this was
painful. Would we lose her trust and confidence for ever by being
so blunt?

The moment of our confab arrived, and she came in rather
self-importantly. Her father told her his thought straight away.
Stunned silence. Tears began to flow, and then suddenly she said,
'I've just remembered I promised to meet so-and-so in ten
minutes and I must go now.' She rushed out of the room and we
looked at each other.

She came back later, her old cheerful self, and told her father
he was absolutely right. A marvellous three weeks in Italy was
followed by going to a summer camp where a new musical was
being produced. She had done some producing and rather
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hoped to have a hand in it there, but when she arrived she found
there was no one to cook. So she spent the summer—a rather wet
one—living in a tent and cooking for a large number of hungry
people, and felt it was a first-rate preparation for the academic
life.

There may be more adult alcoholics than young drug addicts;
but the dangers and heartbreak of a daughter's slide into drugs are
tragedies which take place all too often, yet can sometimes be
remedied. Here an American mother and father tell their story.

My husband and I and our four children had a happy family
life. But one day we had a very heavy blow—our youngest
daughter, Cindy, died of a brain tumour at nineteen.

Susan, the second youngest, was already married and
studying in California. When her sister was dying she came
straight home. They had been very close and Cindy's sudden
death affected Susan deeply.

She asked me one day, 'Mother, why do people have to
suffer?'

'I can't tell you. All I can do is to turn to God,' I replied.
My words gave her no comfort, for Susan had no faith.
Back in California she went into a heavy depression and

began to smoke hashish. Later she took LSD. For her it was like a
revelation. She felt as though she could understand life and death
much better. She gradually became addicted, stopped her studies
and moved from one hippy commune to another. Her marriage
broke up.

I knew she took drugs. I was so desperate that I asked the
help of the police in trying to find her. But there were so many
young people reported missing that it was no good.

One day, out of the blue, Susan rang us from San Francisco.
She gave us her address and rang off. I took the next train 3,000
kilometres right across America. I found her in an old shed in a
slum district. The place was empty but for a dirty mattress.

Young people came in and stared at me. I knew I could
accomplish nothing with words. It broke my heart to see those
children. When I saw my daughter taking drugs I broke down in
tears. I couldn't bear it.

She shouted at me, 'How dare you tell me what to do?' I had
not said a word.
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Next morning I rang my husband and asked him to come. He
took the next plane, although he could ill afford the fare. When
he arrived he looked around the shed and said, 'Susan, I am not
staying in this hole a moment longer. If you want to talk to us, you
must come with us.' His brother had lent us his weekend home in

a nearby town, and to my surprise Susan agreed to come with us.
That night 1 had the feeling God wanted to shake me: 'You

allowed yourself to be run by fear and not by faith. The stark fear
of having to lose Susan as well as Cindy got hold of you. Susan will
have to decide for herself how she is going to live. You
must let go.'

The following morning 1 did feel free. I sensed an inner
authority which was not my own. I said to Susan, 'We will
never try to find you again. You must decide whether you want to
go on living like this or to make a new start.'

She broke down and wept. In the days that followed we were
finally able to talk to each other in peace. She began to find
herself again.

When we left she hugged us and said, 'I am so glad you
came.' I was free of fear, although I knew she had not yet
overcome the crisis and was in danger of committing suicide. But
after that visit she phoned us once a week. Those conversations
became a vital link. I told her what we were doing at home and
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that we loved her. I decided to believe that a miracle could
happen.

Easter came. My husband and I sent Susan a beautiful Easter
lily—we had always had one at home at Easter. Susan replied by
return of post, 'You don't need to worry about me any more. I
have finished with hippy life and with drugs too. It is as though I
have been through the valley of the shadow of death and have
come back to life. Thank you for believing in me just when
nobody else did, not even me.'

She took up her studies again. The fears that her memory
might have been damaged because of drugs were fortunately
unfounded, and she got her degree.

All this has opened my heart to these young people, what
ever they look like and however they are dressed. It hurts me
when people in the street say, 'Look at that hippy!' It used to be
my child. The most important thing we learned from this experi
ence was never to judge. We could help others most of all when
we were honest about our own needs.

I tried to get in touch with the parents of those other young
people. I rented a room and put an announcement in the paper
inviting people to a meeting. The first time ten came, the
next week thirty-five. These parents, desperate about what had
happened in their families, were looking for someone to talk to.
At first some of them could not see what they could have done to
help their son or daughter. But soon some began to break old
habits like alcohol and smoking. And the new freedom they
found gave them hope for their children too.

The work grew so much that we could not cope with it on
our own. Eventually the Department of Health took it over. That
was the beginning of the Anonymous Association of Parents of
Drug Addicts.

A sure way to lose the respect of young people is to demand
no standards of any kind. A young girl came to visit her boy friend
in university, and was planning to sleep on the floor of his room.
When a neighbouring family who knew her invited her to stay
instead, her face lit up.

'That is marvellous,' she said. 'I could not understand why my
father didn't object when I told him I was going to stay with Jack.
I thought he must have stopped loving me or something.'
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An Australian businessman tells what happened when his eldest
son ran away from home. More than half a million teenagers are
doing this each year in America alone.

Jim is the eldest of eight—five sons and three daughters. We
were eleven around the kitchen table after adopting a young lad
who became one of the family, sharing all our ups and downs. We
were always close as a family and had great times together.

But one day—bang! Our son was off. We had had our bust-
ups as well as our fun. Sometimes there were noisy threats to
leave home as tempers flared. There were temporary walk-outs,
but the thought of mother's cooking would always lure them
back home. This was the first time one of them had walked out

and not returned.

Life for my wife had become quite difficult, trying to cope
with my philosophy of, 'You run the home and look after the
children. I've got enough to do running my business.' The idea
may have been all right in theory, but because of my neglect of
the family as a confirmed 'workaholic', I had forfeited their
respect and credibility as a caring father.

As they got older my strong-arm methods of imposing my
will just did not get them to 'see sense' as I thought they should.
My wife, trying to be both mother and father, was getting worn
out. Our blow-ups became more frequent as she tried to shield
the children from my wrath when they refused to come to heel.

Then a new factor came in. Our youngest daughter came
home from primary school and told us that her teacher had
spoken to the class about 'listening for God's guidance'. Our
daughter had sat quietly listening, and got the idea to tell us
about keeping the money she had been given for Sunday-school.
She apologised. Then she had another thought—to double the
amount out of her own pocket money and give it to the church.

She told us the teacher had suggested that you could find the
right thing to do by taking the four standards of absolute honesty,
purity, unselfishness and love, as guideposts to discover where
you fall short. Then God's thoughts were more likely to get
through.

Naturally my wife and I were pleased. I thought this was
good for my daughter, and could help the rest of the family. They
were thinking it would be good for me!
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At this time the teacher was staging a play. The Ladder by
Peter Howard, near our home. My wife and daughter went, and I
accompanied them rather reluctantly. The play was about a man
climbing to the top of the success laddei^prepared to sell his
country's secrets to the powerful money-backers who had put
him at the top. The more involved he got, the less he thought of
his wife and home. The play climaxed with him making a clean
break with corruption and with the speculators who were
blackmailing him.

I was shaken by its reality. Afterwards I found myself talking
with one of the actors.

'That was a powerful play,' I said to him. 'I am concerned
what kind of society lies ahead for my children. I wonder what
they will do about it.'

He looked at me intently and asked, 'Are you concerned? I
wonder what you will do about it?'

Taken aback, I replied, 'That was a bit below the belt, wasn't
it?' Right then and there I knew he was right. It was up to me to
take a hand in making society the kind of place fit for families to
grow up in.

Things began to come together for me; what my daughter
had been telling us about 'listening', how the man in the play had
faced up to himself and changed, and then this question put to
me after the play. I thought of my son, estranged in another city;
what was I meant to do?

I asked God to tell me what to do about Jim. My first thought
was, 'Go and find him.' So we set out. We knew the name of the
pop group he was playing with, and after some enquiries found
where he was staying. We sat together in my car. Then I had to
implement my second thought, which was to tell him that! love
him. I found that difficult—how can you tell a man of twenty-five
that you love him? But I did it.

I told him I had been wrong in my stubbornly-held attitudes,
and that I felt these had contributed to the break in our
relationship and getting him into the drug scene. I apologised. I
told him of the help ! had found in looking at myself and the
situation in the light of those absolute standards.

He looked at me and said, 'Dad, there is one more
absolute—absolute forgiveness.'

He came with us to lunch to meet some of our friends at the
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conference which we were attending at that time. He was always
a keen cricketer, and was amazed to meet one of his favourites,
Conrad Hunte, former Vice-Captain of the West Indies Cricket
Team. What a lunch we had I It was the modern equivalent of the
fatted-calf reunion.

Some months later he was off drugs completely. My
youngest son, who was on alcohol, mushrooms and other kicks,
became free through the change and care of his older brother.

Here are parts of the letter Jim wrote us after we returned
home:

I only discovered today what the true meaning of life is.
Sure, in the past I knew that absolute truth and honesty was
the true meaning of life, but I'd never done anything about it.
Never done anything about all the untruths and greed I'd
collected inside me. That is why I could not understand your
wanting to apologise to me for past injustices—and no one
can understand that until they are free themselves. And today
I was freed—I prayed and suddenly I knew what had to be
done. I'd known it all along, but I couldn't accept it. I find
myself wanting to tell you all how badly I've treated you—
how I stole money from Dad when you were a newsagent and
later when I worked with you in the business—I'm truly sorry.
And Mum, how I stole money from your purse, even in the
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bad times when there were only a few shillings in it. Again
I'm truly sorry....

I know now that the only way to repay all these things is to
admit them and then do everthing in my power to lead an
honest and selfless life.

I will be home soon, your birthday. Mum, so see you
then.

Love,

Jim
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ONE OF OUR Canadian friends was the late Dr Gustav Mori, the
Montreal psychiatrist who interviewed most of the political
prisoners who were responsible for terrorising Quebec in the
sixties. His book. Terror in Quebec, has become a minor classic,
as similar groups have appeared all over the world.

Talking to the Quebec terrorists, Dr Morf immediately saw
that they were not the children of economically poor homes, but
rather 'the offspring of an affluent, self-indulgent and permissive
society'. 'They know what they want and they want it quick, or
else,' he wrote. 'They are blackmailing a society where blackmail
in marriage, in industrial relations and in politics has become
commonplace and where almost everyone demands much more
out of life than they are prepared to give.'

Dr Morf noted that the common symptom was 'immaturity'.
'The most dangerous person,' he stated, 'is the one who keeps
the immaturity, the outlook, the rebellion and the relative
responsibility of an adolescent, while exercising the full powers
of an adult.' But why did this immaturity persist?

'The small child today,' Dr Morf concluded, 'has more
difficulty in adjusting to reality than in the past. Too many remain
maladjusted throughout their childhood,' while still more 'refuse,
in adolescence, to grow up,' so that they remain 'eternal adoles
cents' or 'eternal students'. This is probably due, in most cases, to
'the over-stimulation provided by modern life and to the moral
confusion and permissiveness of parents'. Their children 'no
longer know the difference between right and wrong'.

Dr Morf's insights throw a heavy responsibility upon us
parents. Our own experience is that many young people in fact
want to take a mature attitude to the world, that they would like
to invest their lives in a society which works and which would
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enable the needs of the entire human family to be met. They are
aware that this is the first century in which it is technically possible
to feed, house and clothe all mankind, and they are frustrated by
the failure of our generation to tackle the problem adequately.
They react against our love of comfort and material
preoccupations—and the reactions which we condemn in them
are often protests against our high talking and low living. 'Older
people drink and get high and feel great,' wrote the under
ground paper International Times. 'And we do other things and
get high and they spit on us.'

So mature parents are as necessary as mature adolescents. As
one seventeen-year-old girl said to me recently, 7 have learnt that
every decision I make affects other people. There are no private
decisions.'

Honesty can set up a chain reaction. A Swiss friend writes:

A few months ago I stood in one of the romantic little streets
of Old Lucerne feeling deeply ashamed of myself. 1 had just lied
to an unsuspecting sales assistant at the chemist's in order to
obtain a particular medicine available only on prescription.

When she had asked me if a doctor had prescribed the
medicine I replied, 'Yes,' with great conviction. 1 was shocked at
myself. Not that I wanted to misuse the medicine in any way, but I
had just lied to get what I thought 1 needed.

I  thought of our eight-year-old daughter Gretel who is
constantly bombarded with confusing and unhelpful influences
at school, in the neighbourhood and on television. My husband
and I are concerned to give her the freedom and firmness of
character which come from not needing to whitewash anything
and always being able to listen to the quiet voice of your
conscience.

At lunch I told our daughter what 1 had done. She looked at
me intently and suggested I take the medicine back. I replied, '1
don't think chemists can take back goods they have already sold,
but perhaps I should go back and tell them I lied to them.'

The afternoon went by as usual with school, chores and
homework. In the evening Gretel was particularly restless and
aggressive. After supper is the time when we pray and sing with
her, and we often talk about the things which are most on our
minds. That particular evening everything seemed to go wrong.
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Gretel got more and more impudent, and I felt both helpless and
a failure as a parent. With a curt, 'All right, then, we won't pray.
Sleep well,' I left the bedroom.

I  sat in the sitting room feeling depressed and uneasy.
Suddenly two little arms slid round my neck and a voice sobbed,
'1 don't want to be like that. Sometimes a little devil gets into my
heart when I don't want it to.' Between the sobs some of the

things tumbled out which had been going on in her heart in the
last weeks.

We talked about it all quietly, and then prayed for the various
difficulties. 'Now she will sleep in peace,' I thought, and
went to bed.

There came a knock on our bedroom door. The child was

standing there in her nightdress. 'I must tell you something else I

never told you before. A few weeks ago I thought i would rather
have our neighbour as a mother because she is kinder. I am so
sorry, because I do love you most of all.'

Back to bed—peace again—and then another knock.
'Mummy, when Daddy and I dropped that tray full of crockery a
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year ago I always said it was Daddy's fault, but it was mine. I want
to give you all my pocket money to pay for the broken china.' Her
face was radiant as she added, 'There, now we really have
made peace!'

Next morning I went to the chemist. Standing at the door,
I  felt very stupid. Three sales assistants enquired if they could
help. I wasn't sure if any of them was the one who had served me
the previous day, but I simply said that I had lied to obtain some
medicine. That started a lively and very friendly discussion with
the employees.

When I got home Gretel wanted to know exactly what had
happened.

This experience is like an anchor in her life, which holds fast
despite storms and currents. With a character like mine—and my
daughter has a good dose of it—things cannot but go wrong
sometimes, but when they do Gretel looks at me and says,
'Remember when we made peace?'

A Canadian teacher told me this story of how an Indian mother
helped her son to get over his stuttering.

Farham was a sixteen-year-old boy who very much wanted to
become a doctor, but thought it would be impossible because of
his bad stutter. When I was in bed in India with blood poisoning,
his mother Mani used to come and visit me. She often mentioned
Farham's disability, and one day I asked if he had always stuttered.
She replied that he had not stuttered until he was five years old. I
asked her why he had suddenly begun to stutter. She said she
didn't know, but I was sure she did.

One day I suggested that we listen to the Inner Voice and ask
God how Farham could be helped. For some days she had no
thoughts. Then she decided to be honest with me. She had been
angry with Farham over some small thing when he was five and
shut him outdoors after dark for two hours. Farham had been
terrified and from then on he had stuttered.

I suggested Mani be honest with Farham. This she did not
want to do because she feared what Farham would think of her,
but after another time of quiet she decided to do it.

The result was as she expected. Farham turned on her and
asked, 'How could you do this to me?' Mani believed she had
done the wrong thing.
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A few days later, again listening together, Mani hit on the
idea of having a nice snack ready for Farham when he came back
from school. Farham ate the snacks, but was very distant with his
mother and would have nothing to do with her.

This went on for some weeks, till one day Mani had the
thought to knit Farham a pullover. When he came home from
school he pointed to the pullover and asked, 'For me?' Mani
nodded. Farham ran over to his mother, threw his arms around
her and told her he loved her. From that moment he stopped
stuttering.

Mani came running over to see me, tears streaming down
her face, saying, 'Farham has stopped stuttering, he has stopped
stuttering!'

A woman from a Muslim country sends these reflections:

'I'm stubborn. I never change my mind.'
'Don't argue. Do as 1 tell you.'
Such remarks get people's backs up. Under the calm surface

one may feel anger, resentment, despair.
I began to understand this kind of conflict when I made the
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unexpected discovery that I was programmed with an Automatic
No. I began to observe the operation of the Automatic No in
myself and others. It seemed that no matter what came up—a

new suggestion in our women's club, the desire of one of the
children to go to a cinema—my first reaction was No. Later on I
might take a more positive attitude.

It was not really a change of mind, since in the first place
there was no reflection, just the triggering of a ready-made
response. The reasoned response came later and might be Yes,
No or Maybe.

My next discovery was that my husband had a similar
automatic response which made him too say No. That explained
a lot of the mutual irritation which we endured.

Then followed the need to tell my children, my husband and
some colleagues that I had an Automatic No, and to warn them
not to take my first reaction as final. 'Just give me a little time,' I
told them.

At home when 1 had to make a decision I sometimes said, 'If

you want my answer now, it is No, so you'd better come back
in half an hour and see what I'll say.' This worked much better!

One day while my husband was out I was practising giving
him a piece of my mind, stabbing the air with my finger to
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emphasise my point. Suddenly I remembered the 'secret weapon'
a friend had given me. I looked at it—my hand, with one finger
pointing accusingly at my husband and the three others pointing
straight at me.

I asked myself, 'Although the things you say about your
husband may be true, just what are you yourself that he should
be devoted to you? Really you are lucky that he has put up with
you for so many years. How do you show your love for him? You
never miss a chance to needle him, especially in public. Why, you
even use your own children to hurt him, because you know his
weak points and can egg them on by saying, "Ask your father this,
and ask your father that.'"

I recognised that the time had come for me to change before
it was too late. If I loved my husband, I had to start showing it.

Then one day came an experience we had never had
before—my husband in prison, myself out of a job, one child at
school, social life cut off. I was afraid that our small community—
mother and son—might become neurotic. 1 asked God what I
could do. The answer was simple and clear, 'Listen.'

I couldn't really see what good would come of listening, but I
decided to try it. So when my son came home I resisted the
temptation to take up time and pollute the atmosphere with all
the things on my mind. Much to my surprise, he began to make
comments and ask questions which showed his hopes and fears.
For instance, he asked, 'If someone curses me in the bus, what
should I do?'

This was years ago, but I shall never forget the broad avenues
of experience and understanding which opened up when 1
began to listen.

It is not easy to find a common language in religion. The
terms used by one person may be full of meaning and emotion
for him, but may be empty words for the other. My husband is a
Muslim and I am a Christian. Through listening to the inner voice
we found a common language in religion.

An American mother admits that her family did not turn out
according to her dreams.

All my life the only thing I wanted was to be a mother. 1 even
call myself a professional mother. Vet somehow my family didn't
turn out the way I'd dreamed. For sure, when the children were
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babies I had good fun 'playing dolls' and then 'playing teacher',
so much so that I didn't notice where I was falling short of my
goal as the 'mother' who built up character.

Our eldest son was the first to challenge all my ingenuity and
psychology. He arrived by Caesarean section, and thus began his
individual approach to the whole of life, doing things his own
way. Before he was a year old he could climb over the high side
of his crib, and by a year and a half he was climbing the six-foot
fence around the yard. At five he was building a boat in our
basement. His teacher opened my eyes to the wonder 1 was
overlooking when she commented, 'isn't it wonderful to have
such an enterprising young son!'

Three years later a church friend opened my eyes again
when she asked the women present to pray for each member of
their families, thanking God for something special about each
person. The tears streamed down my cheeks when 1 came in my
prayer to this child. I could think of nothing positive to thank God
for. I went home and began to look more closely for what was
good and positive in him and to praise God for him. Actually, that
was what he needed, because by this time there were two
younger children and he was scarcely noticed unless he acted up.
I recognised then that I had to notice him when he was good to
save him the need to be bad!

Children know right from wrong. But they need to face their
own consciences, from which there is no escape. This is what
showed up my failure as a mother. Each of our children
have fallen into temptations against which God could have
strengthened them, or where the application of absolute stan
dards would have seen them through safely—temptations to
steal, to cheat, to play hookey, to deceive, to experiment with
drugs and sex.

So how did my husband and I react when our children let
us down? Early in the game we reacted in anger and hurt pride.
But that didn't help bridge the communication gap. In fact, our
older son asked me several times whether we wanted to drive
him from home, as our neighbours did to their son.

I've learned to say, 'When I get control of my feelings, we'll
talk.' And then in the calmness we talk and we listen. And usually
an idea comes which helps me either in handling my feelings or
in knowing what to do next.
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Our elder son moved in with his girl friend shortly after we
went overseas. We were hurt by their decision and fearful of their
suffering further hurt together. But in retrospect we realised that
many of our feelings stemmed from our own hurt pride. If we
could set that aside and keep communications open, perhaps we
could help them and strengthen their relationship into the
permanent loving one we wished for them.

So we wrote them about our feelings, disappointments, fears
and hopes, and they replied with theirs. And when, in their own
good time, they made plans for their wedding, our son wrote,
'Things are getting better all the time, and I think it's because of
the wonderful support from you.' (Our only support to them had
been our acceptance and love in spite of our first reactions.)

In many ways I consider myself a failure as a mother. Time
will tell. But I would like to be one of the people who help other
mothers—tomorrow's parents—approach the career of parent
hood with a little more preparation and a lot more guidance than
I had. It takes more than just devotion and love to make good
parents.

Reading the following stories, sent by a Swedish journalist, I felt I
could identify myself with many of the incidents she describes.

When I married I had a vision of how a true Christian family
ought to be. It was a beautiful theory, which has not worked out
at all in fact. But what I have found is that there is a road to go for
every woman, whatever her husband thinks or believes. God can
show the most marvellous ways of finding the very best in each
one of the family and use it to create unity. The thing is, someone
has to start, someone has to listen to Him. If there is a family with
one listener, there is total and marvellous hope. I say this after
nineteen years' experience.

When the children were small there was always a battle
between television and going to bed. They were not allowed to
see any programme after seven o'clock in the evening. Some
times we had to lock the door to the TV room, and they banged
on it, threw shoes or other things and screamed outside. It was
terrible. I had to find a solution.

I  sat down to listen, immediately a question came to my
mind, 'Have you given them all they need before going to bed?
Have you read to them, prayed with them, kissed them good-
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night, tucked them in?- My answer was, 'No.' There were TV
programmes I wanted to see, and I left Theic+iiidren so as to see
these programmes. Next question: 'Which is more important—
your desire to watch TV or your calling as a mother to give the
children the peace and care they need before going to sleep?'

My decision was to stop looking at TV before the children
were in bed. Peace was restored to the house. When I had told

the children about my selfishness and my decision, it happened
sometimes that they generously said, 'Mom, why don't you go
and watch the TV now? We'll go to sleep all right.' They were
then two, four and eight.

Bedtime battles did not stop as the years passed, but rather
increased. They never wanted to go to bed at the right time. What
should I do? Let them sit down and think out what the right time
for each one should be. Oh, my—why hadn't I thought of that
before? When children are asked themselves to decide, they are
so stern, so moral, and they love to obey their own orders. The
youngest one, aged four, thought she should go to bed at six
o'clock; the next one at seven, and the next at eight. No more
battles! But every birthday the first thought was, 'Now I am one
year older. I can go to bed half an hour later.' It still works for the
two youngest, now eleven and thirteen years old!

There were the years when the long hair of the Beatles
plagued every family, including ours. Our eldest boy, then eight,
wanted to have his hair long and wouldn't allow any cutting.
What to do? Well, I couldn't decide. He must find the solution in
his own heart. So I suggested we should be quiet a while and
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listen. He sat there, a bit sour, on the sofa. Suddenly he rushed
into the bathroom, came out with a pair of scissors and gave them
to me. With a smile! After that I was allowed to cut his hair until
he was seventeen.

Our youngest daughter is very sensitive. When she was five
she started to blink nervously. It didn't appear to be a physical
sickness. Gradually it disappeared, but other things followed,
culminating when she was eight when her whole body began to
shake. It was awful. She was laughed at in school and we didn't
know what it was until the school nurse suggested we go to a
psychologist. So there we were. I took her each week for some
months and then we, her parents, were called in. We had four
sessions with the psychologist. They were terrible.

We discovered that our daughter could not take disunity
between her parents. This was the real reason behind the
symptoms.

She expressed it herself one day like this: 'Mom, it gives me
great pain when Dad is hard on you, because I love you. But it
hurts just as much when you hurt him, because I love him.' Our
decision to try to be united and solve our disagreements without
tempers flaring has helped to solve her problems.

One evening just after our second son was born I was very
tired and under pressure. The evening meal needed to be
prepared, night clothes laid out, etc. I got more and more
irritated, and the atmosphere grew more and more tense. Then
my four-year-old came up to me, put his hand on my arm and
said with concern, 'Mom, go to bed. You know what'll happen
otherwise!' What would happen? Should I accept such humili
ating clarity from my little son? All my maternal prestige rose up
in protest. He stood there, calm and confident, and said with a
slight smile, 'I will take care of the little one.' I went to bed and
peace returned to the home.

When the children grew older they started helping us
parents to find unity when we were at odds; this was especially
true of our daughter. One day my husband and I had had a row.
She came to me in the kitchen and said, 'Mom, can't you forgive
Daddy?'

To my shame, I had to admit that this time it was just one time
too many. 'I am bitter, and I just can't.'

She leaned over the kitchen table and said very steadily and
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intently, 'But Mom, you just say, "Forgive me." That's ail. it's so
simple. Just one word. Forgive. Well, I know it is difficult at first,
but then when you have said it, it is very simple and wonderful.'

I sat there, my heart stone dead.
She asked, 'Couldn't you make some coffee?'We often drink

what we call 'reconciliation coffee'. Slowly I went to the stove,
still stiff and sour. She heard her father coming downstairs, and
she looked at me, standing full of tension in the middle of the
kitchen. He stopped in the doorway, looking hesitatingly at me. I
said slowly (it was really difficult), 'Do you want some coffee?'
This meant, 'Forgive me.'

He rushed to the stove, embraced me happily and said, 'Yes,
thank you!' And there was our girl jumping up and down
shouting, 'I did it, I did it! I said to Mom to do it!'And she took a

ginger cookie, broke it in three pieces, and we silently ate a piece
each, knowing all was well—thanks to her!

Another time we were quarrelling in the kitchen. Our
daughter heard it and rushed to her room. After half an hour she
came down. 'Is it all right now?' she asked. 'Are you friends?'

'Yes,' I said, 'we are friends.'
'I know,' she said proudly, 'I know you are because 1 prayed

for you!'
My husband I are both hard-working people. I travel a lot

and I always used to manage to do too much and then arrive
home exhausted. During the first years of our marriage he was
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furious with me and tried to forbid my journeys. Then I found out
that with his help I could organise them sensibly. I had been too
independent, not knowing how much joy there is in sharing the
plans and burdens!

All the same, one day my husband said 'No' to a special
journey. I was furious, then sad. Finally I had a thought, 'Why not
decide as a family?' I tried to arrange a family council. Impossible.
You just have to take the inspired moment, such as sitting around
the kitchen table in the sunset after a good dinner. I put the
problem on the table. And the children openly said what I never
thought they would dare to say.

'Dad, you are a dictator if you forbid Mom to go on this
journey,' said the eleven-year-old.

To our surprise my husband quietly answered, 'Do you think
so? Maybe I am.'

The little nine-year-old daughter said, 'We can do without
you. Mom, for ten days. We have Daddy.'

And my husband said, 'Why don't we take a family trip first
together, and then we can see you off on the plane?' So it was
decided and everybody was happy.

There are many more stories to tell, but these are the ones I
remember just now. When ! see the children the way they are
today, and think back to the rather stormy childhood they had,
and the maturity they now possess, I know for sure that it is a
grace. When I see my husband and myself, married for nineteen
years 'for better, for worse' through all the conflicts and sorrows,
pains and joys, I know that too is a grace. Maybe the faithfulness
of listening to the inner voice has played a part in keeping faith
alive. Without a living faith I don't know how you can keep a
marriage going or have family unity.

The wife of a Japanese industrialist writes:
I used to think my husband needed to change his way of life

somewhat, while I had no imperfections because I was always
right. My husband felt the opposite! But then I began to see that I
had been wrong and I did need to change.

One morning my husband told me very frankly and honestly
about his mistakes and apologised to me. I was so thankful for his
honesty—but a month later we had a difference of opinion again.
I was irritated. One of my friends suggested I should write down
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everything I was thinking about my husband, so I began to write. I
had bad feelings towards him. It was a great shock to me when I
realised that I had not forgiven him even the very little fault he
had confessed.

Soon after I had a high fever and was confined to bed for a
few days. During that time I felt very strange things. I felt Jesus was
beside me and He was so friendly, trying to console. I realised
how badly I had treated my husband, how deeply I had injured
other people's feelings, while thinking I was doing the right
thing.

One day my daughter suddenly stopped going to school. I
did not know how to help her. A friend wrote to me and said, 'My
heart always beats for your family, and my affection for you and
faith in you are not separated by time or distance. God will hold
you fast hour by hour, day by day, if you let Him. That daughter of
yours is a fine person. Battles in life are inevitable, but you will
win them all with the peace of those who trust in God.'

It was quite a shock to read those words—'if you let Him'.
Until that time I thought that I had to do everything myself, and
that meant that I did not trust God. I was very afraid of committing
myself to Him. Then I realised that the tender feeling I received
from that letter was not from a human being, but from God. And
this kind of love is everlasting. I decided to commit everything
into the hands of God, whatever might happen. In the course of
time my daughter returned to school. And she became a fine
person, just as if a bud had suddenly burst into flower.

One day I read a story. Prisoner of Mao by jean Pasqualini,
and I received a great shock. I know so many people are suffering
in Asia while we are enjoying our free life here in japan. Thanks
to our economic development we Japanese are not suffering
from hunger as we did during the war, but we have lost some of
our friendships. We have to do something for these other people
of Asia. If we continue in our selfish way japan will come to
destruction.

When we were given our first grandson I thought, 'It is our
duty to build a better society by the time he grows up.' I would
like to leave him light and hope to lead him in the future. Free
Vietnam was beaten and this was a great shock in Asia. Who is
going to take responsibility in Asia? japan must be a light
house in Asia.
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5  Family power

DIVORCE has now reached epidemic proportions in most
'developed' countries. There were a million divorces in America
last year, and in Britain the number of petitions per hundred
thousand of the population has tripled in the last ten years. In
Russia, reports The Times of 11 November 1978, one third of all
Soviet citizens who were married in 1977 had already filed for
divorce. Meanwhile, a British survey states that the disappearance
of a parent through family break-up is far more damaging to a
child than a parent's death.

One of the new features of this epidemic is the increasing
number of couples who are divorcing each other after having
lived together, seemingly in happiness, for twenty or thirty years.
When I was in Holland last summer, I read an interesting article
under the headline, 'The family—the last item on the business
man's agenda'. 'Career often pushes family life aside and by the
time the husband becomes aware of this, his wife has just about
had enough,' said this article. 'Up to the age of thirty-five, a man
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gets a lot of his satisfaction from his work. His part in the life of the
family is often limited to providing money and children. How
ever, around the age of forty things begin to change. His
satisfaction depends more on what happens in the home. He
begins to worry about his children. The baby has quickly become
a teenager. What has he been missing?

'Ironically, at this stage the woman puts less value on her
marriage. She does not expect much more from her relationship
with her husband. The marriage needs a fundamental renewal in
order to survive.'*

I know that marriage does not need to deteriorate into a
drab routine from which we long to escape. It becomes dull
when we lose sight of the purpose of marriage. Is the highest
function of the home simply to perpetuate life—or to create a
way of life worth perpetuating? The family unit can become a
source of power for transforming society.

An English mother of three children writes:

Listening together. This has been an interesting experiment.
When my husband first said, 'Let's try it,' we sometimes got the
same ideas and were thrilled because we really felt the same Spirit
was speaking to both of us.

But one morning I got a picture in my mind of all the bottles
of drink in the sideboard in our dining-room. I felt compelled to
clean out that cupboard, and I could see it in my mind's eye, neat
and tidy but with no room in it for the alcohol. I just couldn't face
the idea of throwing out those bottles—think of all the money
they had cost us!

I wrestled with this for weeks.

Meanwhile we both stopped getting thoughts from Cod.
Something had blocked our communication. I did not dare tell
my husband this thought I had had about the drink. When I
finally did, he said he would help me each time I wanted to give in
to the desire to stock up our drink cupboard for guests and
dinner parties. I was, and am, so grateful to him, because not only
has my desire gone to serve stiff drinks all the time, but my own
dependence on alcohol as a stimulant and a screen for nervous
ness has disappeared. Now we don't feel it's necessary to serve
drinks when we're entertaining and we have no more alcohol in
'Accent, 15 July 1978
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the sideboard. Biair and 1 have grown closer through his being
able to understand and help me with my problem.

As a result of all this, the behaviour of the children, aged five
and six, which had started to deteriorate when we were enter
taining in this way, improved noticeably. 1 had been worried
about two specific things in my eldest child—a developing whine
during the day and coughing a great deal at night. I was sure that
they were a result of something wrong in my life, and it was when
I  began to face and deal with the drink problem that these
problems in her went away. The important thing to me is not the
alcohol, but the fact th^t if there is something in our lives that we
haven't faced honestly with God, then it is bound to cause hang
ups of one sort or another which directly affect the family.

Recently there was a flare-up between my husband and me. I
swallowed my pride and suggested we listen to God for help.
Blair agreed we really needed it. At once I began thinking about
our courtship. It came up before my eyes like a film—one event
led to another. Then I had the uncomfortable realisation that I
had deceived Blair from the very beginning of our relationship,
pretending I was a 'foot-loose and fancy-free' type who didn't
give a damn about marriage or family life or settling down or
even whether he were here today and gone tomorrow, in fact, I
cared desperately underneath and wanted him to ask me to
marry him. And in all sorts of subtle ways ! made jolly sure he
didn't 'go tomorrow'.
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Then I had the even more uncomfortable realisation that the

Lord was asking me to tell Blair all these things, without modifying
any of it. Shortly before this time we had both made a new
commitment to God, telling Him we meant to live our lives
according to His will to the best of our ability. I knew that if I had
meant what 1 said, then I had better go and tell Blair the truth,
which is what I did.

Blair only said, 'You know, 1 am very relieved to hear that you
are human like the rest of us. I think our relationship will be
smoother and less complicated as a result of what you have told
me.'

This has happened, and instead of feeling humiliated by this
experience I feel freed.

A Swiss mother suggests that children can be as courageous as
Solzhenitsyn.

We enjoy our family life. Our two daughters are only twelve
and ten years old and we are entering the teenage stage. Our
long-term objective has been to make them ready for a world
which moves fast—that is, ready for change as well as faithful to
permanent values. Both these qualities are rooted in a deep
personal friendship with their Maker.

I had always worried about bad influences, and lying awake
one night, afraid of the flood of permissiveness, selfishness and
dirt which the children had to face, a thought struck me: 'Do you
accept that your children, even at their early age, can be
"mini-Solzhenitsyns", standing up against the dictatorship of
permissiveness, and suffering for it if necessary from comrades or
teachers?'

Of course the thing I hate most in life is to see my children
suffer. But what is the good of my praising courageous people
v5ho risk their security and their lives, and yet not wanting my
children to pay the price of unpopularity? Lying there in the
darkness I said 'Yes'.to whatever would come, and my fear
vanished.

The interesting thing was that, in the same period, our
twelve-year-old took a clear stand among her schoolmates, who
are all bigger and stronger than she is. She was laughed at when
she said, for instance, that she did not want a boy friend at least
until she was eighteen (a very grown-up age in her eyes) and if
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she had one it would be for marriage and nothing else. We had
never given her advice on the subject, but she was very firm,
refusing any compromise. For a few weeks she was the centre of
nasty attacks and was often in tears, but this finally stopped and

she was fully accepted and they started having a lot of fun in the
class. Of course, we are not through—who ever is? We're only
beginning adolescence. But I have seen to my amazement that
these very young ones know right from wrong and can show
remarkable courage.

I once asked the two children separately, 'What gives secur
ity to a child?' and the answer from each was instant—'The
parents.' After a while the older one added hesitatingly, 'And
God.'

From what he sees among colleagues and their children, my
husband Michel feels an important element is children knowing
for sure that their parents will not separate, whatever difficulties
or differences may occur.

The second thing is the security of parents themselves. If
parents find security (for us personally it lies in God), the children
are more likely to have it too. The security the parents do or do
not have, deep down in their hearts, makes all the difference.

in January last year my husband, an architect, had a big cut in
his salary, and even the danger of unemployment. For a few days
I had to battle with fear and depression. The children knew the
facts and the older one especially was affected by it. At night 1
would worry about all the possibilities of lacking money, being
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humiliated, and how my husband would suffer from it. Again, I
had to say 'Yes' to the hardness of life, and then leave it all to
God; at once peace and trust came back to me and the whole
family. The readiness of the children for sacrifice and economy
was a joy too.

Another important element Michel feels is to give enough
time to the children so that they can come out with their feelings
and questions. He unstintingly gives his spare time to having fun
or working with the children. I sometimes wonder whether that
does not partly explain the fact that they do not yet feel the need
for a boy friend.

Two very important people are the grandmothers (unfor
tunately both grandfathers had died before the children were
born). One grandmother lives with us. This means sacrifice for all
three generations, but we see the riches of it again and again.
Grand'mami has time for the children and she has more pers
pective and peace. When you go into her room you can feel it.
When she came to live with us she made the wise decision that
the children were ours to bring up, not hers; she would not
interfere, only give what she had to give. That she does, and the
children will never forget their times with her. I understand why
Krushchev felt that he could not root out faith in Russia because
of the grandmothers.

On the other hand, children give to old people the things
which we, the very busy ones, are not always ready to give.
Seeing the weakness of old age, children can show compassion
and care with all the freshness and joy which they bring.

Often people say to my mother, 'You are lucky to live with
your children.' Others say to me, 'You are lucky to have your
mother with you.' This is all very true, on certain conditions! First,
we need to be drastically honest together about what we feel,
otherwise bitterness creeps in and impatience or fear. Things
spoken out find their solution and often end up with laughter.
Second, both sides must be open to change and aware of the
needs of others.

Caring in the fullest way for a family takes a lot of time and
energy. That brings us to another question, much discussed
nowadays: 'Are you happy to be a'mother at home?' My answer
is, 'Yes, tremendously!' I feel it is a great privilege to have time to
give to the children, to their friends, families and teachers.
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Though I have no official status, I have several times had a
part in shaping the thinking of the school or the thinking in the
city. 1 simply obey that inner voice which tells you to write that
letter or to make that phone call, even if you are nobody, just one
of the silent majority or minority! Once I felt that the Catholics in
our town needed help on an important issue. Myself a Pro
testant, I wrote a letter to our daily paper which was published.
Later I heard that it had made the front page in a Catholic
newspaper. I cannot do such things every day, but I find that
while you are doing housework your mind is often free to think.
My best thoughts often come with the song of the vacuum
cleaner and in the to-and-fro of the iron!

Freedom from the past, a story from France:

WIFE: Modern psychology has put so much emphasis on under
standing the other person with tolerance that firmness is often
considered an outmoded idea. But I can say that one of the best
proofs of love that my husband has given me is the firmness and
perseverance with which he helped me to face the deficiencies
in my life which threatened our marriage.

Getting married often increases tenfold the demands and
greed in the nature of women. The things which we have more
or less easily repressed or done without when we were single
suddenly appear to be our right. This was certainly so in my
case. As soon as I realised I could not get all I wanted from my
husband, I took refuge in tears or in a silence loaded with
reproach. In the beginning my husband, unused to this kind of
thing, didn't know what to do. Then one day, while I indulged
in one of my moods, he told me calmly, '1 will come and talk to
you when you are different,' and he left the room without
another word. I suddenly felt as if I was at the foot of a wall. I
realised immediately that my demands had no power over him
and that they had to stop.

My parents were separated, then divorced when I was in
my teens. The torn and agitated life 1 lived with my father, who
remarried twice, has left me with deep hurts. Little by little I
discovered that the bitterness which had taken hold of me
against my father had poisoned my relationship with every
body, even my husband. Some change took place when I
decided to forgive my father and to start reopening my heart to
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him. But the brightest beam of light didn't come until the day
when I found a total healing of that bitterness, making the most
painful events of my life my greatest asset in helping other
people.

It happened through my husband. He felt that the first
changes which had happened in my life had been real, but that
something more radical could still take place. 1 found that very
unpleasant, but decided I would think about it. The thought
came to me that even if I had forgiven my father, I still had to
ask him for his forgiveness. I wrote to him. When I showed the
first draft of the letter, and then the second, to my husband, he
told me, 'It's not very convincing. I can still read blame between
the lines. It is as if you had said, "If you. Father, had behaved
differently, then all the suffering would not have happened."'

While I was writing the third draft, a curtain was torn apart in
the depths of my being, unveiling the reality: for the first time I

felt the strong need to be forgiven for the cruel way I had locked
my heart for years. I began to feel in my bones the solitude of my
father, and my responsibility for it.

The letter went off. A few weeks later I received a profoundly
moving reply in which, for the first time, my father opened his
heart to me and apologised for his faults. A heavy load fell from
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my shoulders. I was finding a father again, although we were
separated by thousands of miles. The temptation to be bitter
could still roam around me, but it was never to have any hold on
my life.

HUSBAND: I owe a great deal to the simplicity with which my
wife told me one evening, soon after our marriage, '1 love you
very much, but I want you to know that God will come first in my
life, even before you.' I should have been delighted. 1 was
furious. I went to bed furious, and when 1 woke up the next
morning I was still so angry that I refused to come down for
breakfast. Then in a time of listening to the inner voice I realised
that what had happened between us the night before was very
important. My wife had simply got free from the prison in which

my self-will, my pride and my ambition had begun to hold her. It
was not only that she wanted to get free, she was offering me the
best security for our marriage, and above all the best proof of
love any husband could wish for.

Freedom is the great slogan of our age, freedom from
exploitation and alienation. There is no better place to learn and
exercise that freedom than inside the family. I am often amazed
at the degree of interdependence and domination which exists
in so many families, and often particularly among the so-called
good and united ones. If we can learn to break that domination
which is often called love in our families, we may be able to
create a world peopled by free men and women.
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'Where would you like me to change?' was the question a
Frenchman asked his wife. This is her account of events:

I had always wanted to marry a gentleman farmer; and as the
daughter of a Paris doctor my dream was to live in the country.

And that was exactly what happened—rather far away, per
haps, as we were in Morocco, but that made it all the more
wonderful.

In 1912 my father-in-law had settled in Morocco, in Marra-
kesh, where he had started different enterprises, and it was to his
750-acre farm, twelve miles from the city, that Charles and I went
to make our home.

There was a large garden, full of roses and geraniums; there
were olive groves, orange, apricot and almond orchards—there
were around ten thousand trees in all—and still lots of virgin land
to develop. To take my baby out, I only had to rock his cradle
under the spreading lemon tree, and later our three children
made the most of this life close to nature.
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I had to make a start at learning Arabic, if only to understand
the farm girl who helped with the housework.

My days were quite full, and Charles sometimes criticised me
for not being free to go with him more often into the plan
tations: it was invariably time to feed the baby or change his
nappies. When he returned in the evening he dived into his
precious newspapers while I kept to my sewing.

'Life in the country' wasn't quite matching up to the ideal I
had dreamed of for our marriage.

In 1954 the situation in Morocco was becoming serious. On
the one hand there was a campaign for independence and
on the other the French Government was reluctant to let its
protectorate go. Some friends told us about Caux, the Moral
Re-Armament centre in Switzerland, where many solutions to
political problems had begun to take shape. In the spring when
we received a formal invitation to attend the summer conference
there, we immediately decided to go.

At Caux we went to many meetings and met many people.
Charles, in true French style, argued point by point. He was very
up in politics and held lots of opinions on the subject. I was not
in the least interested in affairs of state, but I let him do the
talking and didn't get involved. After all, wasn't a wife's role to
keep peace in the home? I thought I had done quite well—I kept
quiet on everything that might make my husband explode. So we
rarely discussed things between ourselves.

Life at home hadn't turned out as I had hoped. But I had
resigned myself to the fact that you don't get the ideal on earth
and the best you can do is to learn to live together. There in Caux,
for the first time, I came across the idea of 'changing', the hope
that it is possible to become different.

in particular I remember a Brazilian couple. He was a keen
member of his political party and used to spend every evening
with his union making big speeches on individual liberty, while
she, the self-sacrificing wife, waited cheerlessly at home and saw
to the housework.

The Brazilian couple were very different from us in many
ways—race, religion, education, life-style, background—but on a
human level we were exactly the same. So when I saw the life in
their faces I realised that if change had been possible for them, it
could also be possible for us.
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On our eighth day at Caux, Charles came and asked me this
wonderful but bewildering question, 'Where would you like me
to change?'

You can imagine what it means to a woman when her
husband asks her something like that after six years of marriage, it
was like a great window opening on to a clear sky. Charles didn't
believe in God, and didn't accept this idea of listening to the
inner voice. But he recognised that honesty, purity, unselfishness
and love were necessary in politics and that it would be excellent
if our leaders were more honest. He also admitted that everyone
has a conscience and finally agreed to try the experiment of
listening.

So there he was beside me, asking that question. It took my
breath away. Not being a courageous person (while he boils over
quite easily) I had always been afraid of making him angry. 1 used
to suppress my own outraged feelings very often. Very moved,
anxious not to be hard nor to take advantage of him, I was at
a loss for words.

Then a small incident came into my mind. It had happened
six months earlier and had left me frustrated. 'Do you remember
the day when I had read the newspaper to please you?' I asked.
'And I asked you some questions because I hadn't understood
everything? Why did you tell me to go and jump in the lake
instead of explaining things to me?'

'Yes, I remember it very well,' Charles answered seriously. 'I
told you to get lost because you asked some thorny questions
which I couldn't answer. It was easier to say you were stupid than
to admit my ignorance. I am sorry.'

The cork of the champagne bottle had popped and the foam
could freely overflow. For the first time the way was open for us to
say everything to each other, without fear or quarrelling.

We walked down across the lawn to a seat. There, with the
view before us, we opened our notebooks and we each made
four long columns, one for each of the standards—absolute
honesty, purity, unselfishness and love—and also a list of all the
people whose lives were involved with ours, at the top he and I,
then our parents, children, servants, workers, friends, enemies...

In silence, quite quickly, and in a surprising way we began to
see where we had fallen short. I used to think myself so honest—I
had never stolen or (hardly ever) cheated at school. But what
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about all those secret thoughts which, in the name of domestic
peace, I took care not to reveal to Charles? Weren't they really
dishonesty? And the dream picture I indulged in of that mar
vellous husband, which was my escape from the reality I found
too hard? Wasn't that really impurity?

Charles discovered that his frankness with me often had a
streak of cruelty in it, and was totally devoid of love.

1 have a vivid memory of the urge that took hold of us, the
freedom to say everything. How wholesome it was, and with if
came the courage to be open about the most difficult things. It
was the turning point of our life, the start of a complete trust
between us. Our relationship was transformed. It began to lead us
to take an entirely new interest in other people.

As, bit by bit, 1 was getting off my chest everything that had
weighed on me and all the deceptions which kept us apart, and as
Charles realised what his attitude had cost me, an awful dis
covery began to dawn on him: the colonial regime was right
there in us.

Though we prided ourselves on being progressive and
would publicly have dissociated ourselves from colonialism, here
was this evil in us. Our relationship had been just like that
between the French and the Moroccans. Charles was like the
French who assumed authority to make decisions without asking
the others' advice. I was like the Moroccans who kept quiet for
fear of becoming worse off than before.

We returned to Morocco with a new sensitivity to human
needs and a readiness to listen for the guidance of God.

Next spring, Morocco had an invasion of locusts. Thanks to
the skill and devotion of a Moroccan engineer who was in charge
of pest control, our farm and many others were saved from
disaster. One day Charles had a thought which might seem
simple and obvious, but in fact was far from it, at a time when
French and Moroccans hardly met each other. He thought he
should go and see this engineer in the Ministry of Agriculture
and thank him for doing such an effective job.

Charles took the chance to tell him what he had learnt at
Caux. He mentioned the four standards. This only increased the
Moroccan's mistrust, for he had never met an 'unselfish' Euro
pean settler and wondered what lay behind this move. However,
he had been touched by our thanking him, as he told us later
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when we became very good friends. He had also made enquiries
among our workers to know what they thought of Charles.

When he learnt from them that we had stopped having any
wine or spirits in our home, he was intrigued and invited us to
lunch. I must admit I did not feel too happy going to his home, as
there had been demonstrations here and there against the
French, but during the meal a real relationship of trust was born.

He wanted to know what it was that could transform the
mentality of a French settler. A few weeks later he and Charles
took the plane for Caux together. Upon their return to Morocco
this engineer took very courageous action which led to the
country getting its independence without bloodshed.*

For the past eleven years we have shared our home with one
other family, a father, mother and son who is now sixteen.

Our neighbours used to wonder how we managed without
coming to blows. They used to say, 'You mean, you even share
the kitchen?' We live as one family, we have all our meals
together. Of course it is very economical, we only need one
vacuum cleaner, we have only one gas bill to pay, we also grow
our own vegetables. We have divided the house cleaning, each
one has his or her task, including the menfolk.

We have been free to be away from time to time because we
have looked after each other's children, whenever this was
necessary.

The three children have learned to take corrective from the
other adults in the home. They have learned that they are not the
centre of attention, that there is no room for moods or temper,
that we all work together to entertain the many people who
come to our home and that each person who comes in is to be
treated as one of the family.

In a survey about living in communes I read that many of
them break up because each woman has a definite idea of how to
bring up her child and they find it impossible to agree on a
common way of practice.

We have had the same experience—we are different per
sonalities from different countries. We had different ideas about
the children's food, for instance. We found we had to make
common rules about bedtimes when the children were smaller,

*For full story see Lords of the Atlas by Gavin Maxwell
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and about how much television they should watch and which
programmes. We had to be frank with each other on all issues and
then see together what was right. It may sound simple, but it only
works if you have the same values and the same basic aim in life,
otherwise one person is bound to dominate the others and there
is dictatorship instead of freedom.

Sadly, things have changed in our home recently. My dear
friend Ann died of cancer some months ago. She had an
unshakeable faith and accepted this as Cod's next step for her
and her family. Now that she is gone I value even more the years
together, her straightness, her practical mind, her sense of
humour, but above all her comradeship which is beyond price.
Especially during Paul's many travels, sometimes for months on
end, Ann and Dickie have been true friends and companions
to me.

Now I think it is time for my husband Paul to have a word.

I grew up on the Canadian prairies in a home fashioned by a
Scottish Baptist minister from the West Highlands and my English-
born mother from Yorkshire.
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One bitterly cold winter an influenza epidemic decimated
town and countryside. Strong men and little children
succumbed, sometimes very swiftly, to the virus and the subse
quent pneumonia. Antibiotics were still to be developed.

My only sister, aged six, named after Edith Cavell, the English
nurse who was shot for aiding the Allied soldiers in Belgium
during the First World War, caught the infection. My mother
nursed Edith as well as some of the neighbours who were too ill
to help each other.

The night my sister's last strength crumbled I was asleep in
my father's bed. My mother slept near her sick child, in the
morning when I wakened my father said to me, 'Edith has gone to
be with Jesus.' Her last words to Mother and Father were, 'I love
Jesus.' That simple affirmation of faith in the reality of the Unseen
assuaged the pain that ran too deep for words or tears.

A few days later at the memorial service held in our living-
room, Ben, a big strong six-foot-two farmer, stood beside my
father. At one point I saw him close his hand over my dad's.

It was in the family circle that I first learned that pain can be
used to heal. The death of my sister created a deeper compassion
in my parents, greater gentleness and a quiet patient strength.

Twenty-six years later Ben again stood beside my father and
me when my mother left us, and seventeen years after that Ben
stood beside me and my wife when we buried my father beside
my mother and sister. It was in the family that I learned that true
friendship is a prize beyond measure and lasts for life. It is based
on give and not on get. And in the family I learned that suffering
deepens and strengthens the soul like no other force.

In our family we often had our differences, but I was never
allowed to be disagreeable for any length of time. Consequently
we had no fights. My father and I did not always see eye to eye on
my attitudes and opinions, which clashed with his most cherished
beliefs, but I learned that it is possible to disagree, sometimes
profoundly, without being disagreeable.

I  learned about forgiveness, both to seek it when I had
injured others and to give it fully when I felt I had been badly
done by.

I  learned that though I was free to choose, I was never free to
avoid the consequences of my choices.

One day I brought home some tennis balls from a court near
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the primary school which I attended. When my parents found
out, for the one and only time father's razor strap was applied to
that part of the anatomy where he calculated it would do the
greatest good with the least injury. I had to go to the school
principal and tell him that ! had taken the balls, which I was
returning.

I  learned that success was a hollow ambition and failure a

false fear. Success in my parents' eyes was that, whatever the
result, I had done my very best. And I learned in my home that
selfish choices had far more serious consequences than failure.
To achieve success and to avoid failure were motives centred on

self. To be conscious of the cost of my choices on others made
me aware of a selfishness for which I needed to apologise, to
make restitution and to seek forgiveness from God and man. I
found this to be the highway to inner freedom and discipline and
to change.

In the home I learned how obedience opens the door to the
highest wisdom. My will was often crossed. I cannot imagine any
in my circle who would have crossed my will the way my parents
did, for they were the only ones who cared selflessly enough to
do it. To cross my will, sometimes with firmness, sometimes with
humour, was one of the greatest things my parents did for me.

A neighbour saw me with other boys smoking dried leaves
behind the barn. He told my father. Dad said to me, 'Why not
invite your friends into the house and smoke there?' We were
about eight years old at the time. The smoking session never took
place. Somehow the fascination of imitating the grown-up habit
was broken.

My parents had commonsense views on girl-boy relation
ships. My mother's philosophy was, 'There is safety in numbers,
my son,' and, 'There are plenty of fish in the sea.' It gave me a
needed perspective on forming an attachment to any one girl to
the exclusion of others. Both parents believed in coming to the
marriage altar with clean hands. This discipline marked the
marriage of my wife and myself, and it seems to us to be one of
the foundation stones which give solidity and permanence to
our family structure.

I  learned too the priceless value and grace of humour in
relationships. My father had a quiverful of Scottish stories with
which he would regale the frequent visitors to our home and tell
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during the innumerable visits we made to other homes. To hear
him and Ben swap stories was an hilarious experience to be
cherished. I saw the care and selflessness that go into giving
hospitality and how to receive hospitality.

My parents took me for the first time to hear a concert
pianist. A new world dawned for me. For several days I was in a
state of trance. It was an experience which shook me to the core.
Mother herself was a good pianist and singer. I must have
inherited some genes which vibrate to good music, but evidently
not the genes required to produce it.

It was in the home that I was introduced to excellence in

literature, beginning with the Bible and Shakespeare. It gave me a
standard which has left me with little taste for the second-rate.

But the greatest treasure of all that my home made available
to me was faith. I saw in my parents the reality of the Unseen. 1
saw lived out before me that God could and would provide for
my needs, lead me, and forgive and change me if I asked Him.
Their faith was real because it was practised. I could see it in the
way they treated each other, their alertness to the needs of their
neighbours, the effect on them of my sister's death. It was a faith
that communicated, not because of their perfection but because
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of their honesty. Once they said to me that they had tried to be a
model of family life for me to follow, but that a model to be
effective has to be perfect. They were not perfect. They had their
differences and misunderstandings between them, but they had
never said so to me. One day they told me, 'If we were not honest
with you when we were wrong, how could we expect you to be
honest with us when you were wrong?'

I now try to put this lesson into practice with my children.
it was through our family life that I found the meaning of

existence and the purpose of life, 'Seek first God's kingdom.' His
will done in me and on earth. To try to please the Almighty in my
thoughts, words and actions. Because my parents held to Christ's
standards that right is right and wrong is wrong, I began to
understand that 1 and no one else was responsible for my actions
and circumstances and my future. An absolute sense of right and
wrong leaves no room to blame the neighbours or bad luck or
society. The responsibility for my life is my own.

My wife has the grace of being straightforward and honest
with me and the children about her feelings of where we need to
be different in order to do differently. She simply says it and
leaves it, no nagging the point. Truth left to itself is a double-
edged sword. If she would only nag, then I could quarrel with
her on the details! But leaving me with the simple honest
statement means that I have to resolve the matter in my own
heart.

1 have at times been absorbed by the importance of my own
work, but I have learned to regard my children as being as
important as any leader in politics, business or science. 1 know
that it is easy for me to love my children, but difficult to be wise. I
need the wisdom and insight that God's guidance brings.

We have learned in our family life that final authority is not
with Dad or Mother or what the children want, but in what God
wants, in what is right. We find that listening together to let the
voice of truth in our hearts be heard is satisfying, authoritative and
accurate for small decisions and for the tough ones, and that the
inner voice gives the desire and freedom to obey the un
enforceable. That voice speaks as clearly and wisely to a child as
to an adult.

Recently my youngest daughter wrote some lines in her
notebook, it moved me a lot to hear her idea of a father's role:
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You are my child
You are your father's child
And I am your Father.
All fathers must take my place in life
and lead the world to unity
and make our fellow men brothers.

Fatherhood has made God's attitudes to His children clearer
for me, for with all my limitations I am deeply interested in
everything that touches the lives of my family—the quality of
government they live under, the state of our society, the quality
of education, the water they drink. Everything that touches their
lives is of concern to me, and I cannot see my Heavenly Father
being any less interested in every aspect of our welfare—political,
economic and social—than I am in the welfare of my children.
His interest is not limited to the state of my soul, vital as that is.

We have an aim in our family: the re-centring of nations and
people on God's will and ways in every aspect of life. That aim
gives perspective to the ordinary round, and a sense of direction
and proportion to our living. This purpose is the cement that
binds us together, heightens our values and aids us in our
choices.

If there is an association of people better equipped than the
family to pass on these rich gifts to the next generation and to our
contemporaries, let's have it. But until then the family is the best
school for acquiring the arts of living that has so far been devised.
It could be called the Almighty's instrument for promoting the
moral and spiritual evolution of the entire human family.
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The following song, 'Look at the Children', was
written in India by Penelope Thwaites.

She writes: 'After a journey one day through
Madras, I was struck by the vitality and sparkle
of some children I saw whose only home was
the street. This set me thinking what kind
of future these children might expect.'
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Further suggested reading

HAPPY FAMILIES

Elizabeth Bradburne and Kathleen Voller

Children love it. Mr Gimme, Mr Give, Tisntmifault and
Grumbly-Rumblies are highly recognisable and unfor
gettable characters. Delightfully illustrated for children
from 3—5 years old.

CHARACTER—CHANCE OR CHOICE?

Edited by Pat Smith and Mary Fisher
Sixteen teachers give stories from their experience in the
classroom. For those concerned with the 5—11 year olds.

TOMORROW'S PARENTS

Dr Ernest Claxton and Rev James Fry
Home life, sex, perversion and *the piir examined afresh
in the context of a challenging purpose for living. Illus
trated with cartoons. For the 11—13 year olds.

YOU ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN YOU THINK

Dr Frances McAII

From conversations with young people the author, a
general practitioner, writes on home, purpose, boredom
and love. With cartoons. For the 13—16 year olds.

THE BLACK AND WHITE BOOK

Sydney Cook and Garth Lean
A handy pocket guide to the world we live in—and how
to change it. Over half a million copies published in 28
languages. For the 16—18 year olds.

GOOD GOD, IT WORKS!
Garth Lean

The author, a journalist and family man, writes frankly
from 40 years' experience in seeking God's direction in
practical affairs. 'Life,' he says, 'is a series of experiments.
Each incurs a risk and faith flags unless such risks are
taken daily.'

Hardback 75p

Paperback 50p

Paperback 45p

Booklet 2Sp

Paperback 25p

Hardback £2.25
Paperback £1.20

Available from your bookseller or from Grosvenor Books, 54 Lyford Road, London SW18 3JJ


